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Economical Power ———— 

TheIngersoll-Rand solid-injection Diesel Company, is pictured above. 
engine is one of the most economical of all The excellence of Ingersoll-Rand engines 
prime movers. Because of this feature, as has been recognized in Europe, where the 
well as its proven reliability, it has been firm of CarelsFréres have obtained a license 

adopted by many of the country’s to manufacture LR oil engines. The Inger- 
foremost industrial plants. One of these soll-Rand engine was the first of American 
plants, a unit of the Detroit City Service development to be so licensed in Europe. 

INGERSOLL-RAND CO. - 11 Broadway - New York City 
Branches or distributors in principal cities the world over 

For Canada refer—Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Co., Limited, 10 Phillips Square, Montreal, Quebec 
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GREATER PENOBSCOT BUILDING, DETROIT, MICH, 
Equipped with Otis Signal Control Elevators 

Smith, Hinchman & Grylls, Architects 

4M 4 DOUBLED AND REDOUBLED 
Detroit has astonished the world by the amazing rapidity with which it has grown in recent 

years. 
Due to the phenomenal development of the automotive industry, Detroit has doubled and redoubled 

its population so frequently that statistics read like fiction. 
Vertical Transportation has permitted Detroit to grow upward as well as outward and the Otis 

organization, naturally, has been an important factor in such record-breaking building operations. 

GEOR OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY 4 
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WORLD Cis) 

VENI. S] Las cena eee Tr On ots 
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: NOTHING ROLLS LIKE A BALL 
sign is based on the scientific prin- 

ciple that nothing rolls like a ball. 
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State-Line Generating Station 

By WiLuiAM H. Teare, e31 

PY YEARS is but a short time in the history ot The next large generating station was the Harrison 

civilization, yet that length of time has witnessed Street station which began operation in 1894 with 6400 
practically all of the development of the commercial ap- K.W., and was increased in size until 1902, when it had 
plications of electricity as we know them now. It was a rating of 16,200 kilowatts. In its day it was the largest 

on October 21, 1879, that Edison invented the first practical and most important generating station in the counry, but 

incandescent electric lamp, and with the development of development was so rapid, and the demand increased so 

Edison’s invention came the ex- greatly that the equipment soon 

tension of the power industry, became obsolete. In 1910 it 

with its increasing demand each was held as a reserve only, and 

year. The first public display in 1915 the property was sold 

of arc lighting had been made nee Es and the plant passed out of 

a year and a half earlier, when = Ps LL eT a existance. 

the crude Brush arc lamp was Le. 5 7 ee. For many years the problem 

displayed from the old Water- Chapt An 3 i Ne wl ae fm of building steam turbines had 

works Tower in Chicago. Sev- ee une a. Ah ‘al Yul Te been studied, but it was not 
eral companies were organized, pte hia 7 ll Te Ma A alts alal until 1903 that the first large 
and public interest was being OF ence “i oa oy aia turbines were installed in Chi- 
aroused. But it was not until cago. Two 5,000 kilowatt tur- 

Edison invented the incandes- bogenerators were ordered from 

cent lamp that real progress The generating station at night. Unlike most of the industrial the General Electric Company, 
Began. plants ft, the ‘Chicago Digerich State-Line Has pen de- and installed in the Fisk Street 

signed well architectually as well as mechanically 
The first electric company and electrically. station. Since that time steam 

operating under the Edison turbines, rather than  recipro- 
patents in Chicago was established in December, 1881. It cating engines, have been used as prime movers in the 

had a small generating plant in the basement of a building generation of electric power on a large scale. The devel- 

in the Loop, and distributed electricity to a few customers opment of the turbine was rapid, and the increase in size 
in the immediate vicinity. The Chicago Edison Company was great. Inside of six years, the first turbines in the 

was organized in April, 1887, marking the real start of the Fisk Street station became obsolete and were replaced. 

development. The Adams Street generating station began Fisk Street has been increased in capacity until its present 

operation in 1880 with eight Edison bipolar dynamos rated rating is 230,000 kilowatts. 
at 80 K.W. each. In the next few years plants were Many other generating stations have been built in the 

built in other parts of Chicago, and by 1892 several Chicago District to take care of the increasing demand. 
companies were operating generating stations in Chicago. At present, Crawford Avenue station, which began oper- 

Merger plans were carried out whereby all of the operating ation in 1925 is the largest, with a capacity of 424,000: 

companies were welded into one strong unit for the gen- kilowatts. 

eration and distribution of electrical power in the City In 1924, plans were laid for the construction of a central 

of Chicago. station on the shores of Lake Michigan near the Indiana-
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Illinois state-line. Permission was granted by the War Illinois line. The building which houses the boilers, turbo- 
Department of the United States Government to fill in generators, and control room, is 380 by 210 feet, and the 
73 acres of land which were necessary to prepare the site switchyard adjoining is 290 by 150 feet. 
for the station. The incorporated company is the State- In the development of power generation, economic oper 
Line Generating Company, and in 1926 the order for the ation has been the constant aim; that is, lower investment 

first unit was placed with the General Electric Company. per kilowatt of capacity and lower operating costs per 
This unit is the largest now in operation in the world: kilowatt hour of output. State-Line is designed for oper 

it is rated at 208,000 kilowatts, or 278,820 horsepower. ation on the most economical basis consistent with relia- 
The station will ultimately consist of five units with a bility of operation, which can be obtained under the con- 
probable capacity of at least 1,000,000 kilowatts. The ditions existent in the Chicago District. 

next unit will consist of two turbo-generators, which, when Unit Number One consists of one high pressure turbine 

installed and put into operation, will increase the capacity and two low pressure turbines. Steam enters the high 

of the station of 483,000 kilowatts. The turbo-gener- pressure turbines at 650 pounds absolute pressure and 736 
ators have been ordered from two manufacturers. One of degrees F., and is exhausted into reheaters at 110 pounds 
150,000 kilowatts capacity at 90 per cent power factor will  abeolute pressure, and about 400 degrees F. In the reheaters 

be built by the General Electric Company, and the other, this exhaust steam is heated from 400 degrees F. to 500 

of 125,000 kilowatts at 85 per cent power factor will be degrees F. at 110 pounds absolute pressure by means of 

built by the Allis‘Chalmers Company. live steam taken from the high pressure header. The low 
Just fifty years after the incandescent lamp was invented, pressure turbines exhaust into condensers. For the first 

State-Line commenced commercial operation. The rapid time in commercial service, five stages of feed-water heating 

development of power generation may be made apparent are used, ranging from a maximum’ of 380 pounds absolute 

by contrasting the Adams Street station of 1889, 640 kilo’ 44 a minimum of 9.4 pounds absolute. 

CS a ae Each of the low pressure turbines is double flow, ar- 
ee | ranged so that each set of low pressure wheels is served 

ee! | | f d king f d f ieee ooewe | by two surface condensers, making four condensers for 
: | |e wil ue ‘oe each low pressure turbine, or a total of eight for the unit. 

aa Bea a The condensers, which have a total of 176,000 square feet 

Miinanur . of cooling surface are supplied with 380,000 gallons of 

11 toe in ; , circulating water per minute, and can condense 1,600,000 

4 a ; Pp = ce " ' pounds of steam per hour. The circulating water is sup- 
. ale ill , a plied by four vertical circulating pumps placed in the crib- 

b 8. ese oe k x et. waliees!| house outside of the boiler house, each of which have a 

eof Se © Sey La) St = ie a capacity of 95,000 gallons per minute. The water enters 

7 oo )) fk the condensers at the bottom, flows upward through the 

Ree a ales M4 a A | tubes, and is discharged downward through overflow pipes 

— ; = —< The temperature of the circulating water is raised about 
The turbine room which houses one high pressure and ten degrees in the condensers. 

two: low, ipressure’ ‘turbines; Any one of the three machines may be taken out of 

watts capacity, with State-Line, 208,000 kilowatts in a service, and operation continued on the other two. The 

single unit. With this unit, State-Line is larger than any object of this is to provide flexibility of operation which 

other station in the Chicago District, with the exception may permit of greater efficiency under varying load. This 

of the Fisk Street and Crawford Avenue stations. improvement in efficiency as the load falls off in practice 

State-Line Generating Company is owned either directly from the ideal point of steam turbine efficiency is due to 

or through subsidiary corporations by the Commonwealth the improvement in feed-water cycle efficiency as well as to 

Edison Company, Public Service Company of Northern the design of the turbine. 
Illinois, Northern Indiana Public Service Company, and The turbines are supplied with steam at 650 pounds 

Interstate Public Service Company. State-Line itself owns absolute pressure from six boiler units which are designed 

no distribution system. The owning companies have con- for 800 pounds pressure. Each unit is equipped with 

tracted for the entire output of the station, and State- superheaters, economizers, air heaters and water walls, and 

Line delivers energy to the owning companies at its is capable of supplying 450,000 pounds of steam per hour. 

property line. Steam extraction feed cycle goes much farther than has 

The location of State-Line was selected because there is been used in the Chicago District; feed-water is heated 

an adequate supply of cooling water, and because it is in to 400 degrees F. and the air going into the furnaces is 

the heart of the Chicago Metropolitan District, which em- preheated to about 425 degrees F. The boiler units have 

braces northeastern Illinois and northwestern Indiana. The such reserve capacity that the plant could be operated with 
station is placed on a rectangle of dredged land, about five of the six units, and perhaps four, in an emergency. 

one-half mile long, and one quarter of a mile wide, with Pulverized coal is used, and the ash is sluiced by a high 

three sides fronting on Lake Michigan. It is entirely in pressure water jet from the boiler ash pits to a receiving 
the State of Indiana, but one corner touches the Indiana- (Continued on page 266) 

aaa
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Engineers Chase No Fantasies’ 
By Pror. Louis KAHLENBERG 

Department of Chemistry 

TT engineering student comes to the university with It is consequently perfectly natural to find the engineer- 
a clearly defined purpose. He has chosen engineering ing student specially interested in shop work, machine 

as his life work and is here to fit himself for it. This design, surveying, drafting and kindred line that are evi- 
settled definiteness of purpose is a distinct asset. By far dently and strikingly practical in their outward character 
too many of the students at the university are here with It is far more difficult to interest the engineering student 
no definite aims, seeking on general principles that rather in physics, chemistry, biology, geology, astronomy, and 
elusive thing called culture, and hoping that in the course mathematics. Nevertheless, these basal subjects form the very 
of the four years spent as undergraduates it might dawn foundation of engineering. A good mechanic or a first class 
upon them as to what they would like to fit themselves for draftsman does not need to know much of the natural 
and pursue when college days are over. Lack of definiteness sciences; but such a man is not an engineer. A real engineer 
of aim is a distinct handicap is a man of creative ability and 
wherever it exists. The student “ed - ead i power; and that ability is in 
who has chosen his life work : sh j ~ “Yo direct proportion to his knowl- 
and chose it with enthusiasm ees | AY 4 ‘ 14 edge of the sciences upon which 
for service has a great advan- : agp rg | 4} " e his profession is founded. Con- 

tage over his comrades. an vr. ~ tie il ms { sequently an engineering stu- 

The engineering student has ce, ae Fey “2h dent who does not pursue the 

made this choice when he ap a 2 So 1.42. a |) \ basal sciences with enthusiasm 
comes. His inherited tendencies, | oy ee a “i 5 and a desire to master them, 

his elementary training and his | J dl Ry oe A ae, RR o- _4\fF 1 to capture their spirit and con: 
associations have all contributed Eo ane By eet ppse"=! tent and to make them his 

to enable him to choose his ol ok) 4 Wit.) ae as ae SB * own, is from the very outset 

profession quite clearly. He is s as | oa p | ot. Soe condemning himself to medioc- 
an active, bright chap who likes ae FMR sem rity as a future engineer. He 

r em. 
to do things, and so has been fi ogee rie, will be only a good mechanic 

attracted to engineering; for an ane or draftsman, or at best a 

engineer is a man who does prof. Kahlenberg is well known to engineers at Wisconsin helper to a really great engi- 
things. It is his business to who have vigorously “skyrocketed” at every lecture. neer, 

build — to construct highways, The pursuit of the basal 

bridges, railroads, homes, skyscrapers, ships, submarines, natural sciences is absolutely essential to the training of 

airplanes, telephones, telegraphs, radios, contrivances for the eng’neer and in performing that work he will ob- 

heating, lighting and ventilating our buildings, supplying ‘ain a high degree of real culture. His imagination will be 

them with water, carrying off and disposing of waste prod challenged and developed by this study, and his natural 

ucts, getting our food stuffs into shape for consumption and bent toward the practical and the applied will continually 

keeping them so, and manufacturing our shoes and clothing. suggest to him new, varied and valuable applications of the 

In fact wherever there is anything that we can see, feel, sciences he is mastering. It is in this way that really great 

hear, taste or smell is a field for engineering already devel- engineers have developed. Not only have they applied the 

oped, or a potential one. Engineering is applied science. sciences they have studied to the great benefit of all of us, 

It is a science in action. Consequently an engineer must but they have in the past often made fundamental and 

be a practical man. His work must yield perfectly tangible, exceedingly valuable contributions to the basal sciences 

concrete results. themselves. This is as it should be, it is in fact what one 

Early interest in machinery, drafting, shop work, sur- would naturally expect. 

veying, and the like has no doubt been a determining When our engineering building was completed in 1900, 

factor with many of our engineering students in choosing J. B. Johnson, who was dean of the college of engineering 

their future profession. A boy who enjoys making his at that time, had placed on the outside of the building 

own playthings and delights in dissecting and improving the names of such scientists as Faraday and Kelvin beside 
the toys that are given him, often selects an engineering those of Rankine, Siemens, Watt, and Bessemer. 

career. In other words, a bent toward the practical and Let the engineering student therefore sharpen his ap- 

mechanical frequently decides in favor of an engineering petite for the basal sciences and not allow the drafting 
course, and rightfully so. room, the machine shop, and the surveying to occupy all 

*This article was first published in the Daily Cardinal. (Continued on page 266)
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An Engineer Explains 

The Inadequacy of the Public Utilities Law of Wisconsin 

Extracts frum a paper presented before the Engineering Society of Wisconsin by PROFESSOR EDwARD BENNETT 

Touche the length and breadth of the land In view of this absence of definitive principle in the 

are to be found magnificent power plants standing law, one is at first amazed that it should have merited the 

unused. These plants are not worn out; many of them could encomiums from the opinions of Justice Marshall. But on 

today render service as of old. But they are inadequate to further examination it will appear that this very absence 

meet the new demands, and they have become obsolete of definition is the source both of the early strength of the 

because engineering and managerial vision and initiative law during the period of comparatively stable prices and 

have devised and provided less of the weakness of the law 

expensive ways and means for || || during the period of fluctuating 

attaining the desired ends. THE PUBLIC UTILITY QUESTION prices following the war. 

The public utilities responsi- The question of public utilities, already in | The uncertainty as to the 

ble for these power plants are the spot light of popular scrutiny, is a subject weight which is to be attached 

regulated in their relations to gf mae mone ee eal ts ane fos to present as compared with 
the public in accordance with the effects of proper or improper control over original cost of construction 1s 

legislative acts and laws which these interests. well illustrated by the two de- 

antedate the obsolete plants. |; This and the two following articles were se- cisions delivered by the Su- 
The question raised in this lected in order to give a well rounded approach preme Court of Wisconsin in 

paper is this: Are the provi- to the topic. 1923 and 1927 in the case of 

sions in the laws relating to Prof. Bennett has prepared an extensive and | the Waukesha Gas & Electric 
the regulation of the public well developed paper from which this short ex- Co. vs. the Railroad Commis- 

sigs ‘ . 5 tract was taken. In his paper, Prof. Bennett 5 
utilities which, in the light of suggests the wording of specific statutes by sion. In 1923 the Court by 

the changing conditions and which the prudent. investment principle of affirming the judgment of Cir- 
the desired ends, as inadequate valuation may be enacted into law. Reprints cuit Court sustained the Rail- 
or as obsolete as the super- of his paper are available to those who are con- road Commission which in 

seded physical plant? cerned with the problem. valuing the electric property of 

The principle purposes in The economic viewpoint, presented by Francis the Waukesha Company had 
regulating public utilities are Staten who has just submitted his doctor's thesis given controlling weight to 
oe in economics, treats the situation as an experi- £ : : - 

three in number: ment which is yet to be completed. prudent Investment costs. 

(1) to secure adequate ser- For the third part, the railroad commission of The opinion of the Court as 

vice; (2) to secure reasonable Wisconsin has expressed the principles which delivered by Justice Rosen- 

and non-discriminatory charges; have been fundamental in its past policy. berry, contains the following 

(3) to promote financial sta- || | statement: 

bility and integrity. “In determining the present 

The Wisconsin Utilities Law contains no comprehensive fair value of a public utility operating under our public 

statement of the intent and purpose of regulation, or of utility law, it is our view that justice as well as sound 

the policies and principles to be used in determining the economic practice requires that controlling weight should 

reasonableness of the charges for service. Of the 109 be given in the valuation of the plant of a public utility 

sections contains in the utilities law only six short sections to the investment cost where the investment has been 

contain any statement having any bearing upon the prin’ prudently made. In determining the present fair value 

ciples or the policies which are to guide the commission of the property of a public utility for rate-making purposes, 

in setting rates. All the other sections (with two excep- but little if any weight can be given to capitalization of 

tions) pertain, not to principles, but to the routine of earnings or to stock and bond values for the reason that 

utility and commission business. these are dependent almost entirely upon the rates charged, 
A review of these six sections which contain the sub the reasonableness of which is the very subject under 

stance of all the legislature has said about the principles investigation. 

of public utility rate-making and valuation indicates the “We shall not attempt to deduce a formula. If, how- . 

source of the difficulty in utility regulation. The legis) ever, we were to accord rank to the various factors in 

lature empowers the commission to fix just and reasonable accordance with the weight which is to be given to each 

rates but is silent, utterly silent, as to the principles or the in determining present fair value for the purpose of estab- 
policies which are to be controlling in the determination lishing a rate base, it would be as follows: (1) Actual 
of reasonableness. cost of the plant when investment has prudently been made. 

CB
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(2) Under normal conditions, cost of reproduction new (c) The indirect wastes which result when the activities 

less depreciation. (When conditions are abnormal, cost of the administrative and engineering staffs are diverted by 

of reproduction new less depreciation should be fourth). needless litigation from their normal constructive work. 

(3) Going-concern value. (4) Working capital. (5) Other (d) The inefficiencies which result from absentee land- 

elements of value which may be represented in a particular lordism and absentee engineering in consolidations which 

case.” 181 Wis. 281. are brought about not to effect engineering economies, — 

On any appeal in 1926 by the same company in an but because of opportunities for private speculative profit 

action to test the reasonableness of gas rates fixed by the under a fluctuating rate base. 

Commission at about the same time as the electric rates But more serious than these direct economic wastes is 

and using he same methods, the Supreme Court receded the lowering of the tone of social endeavor and of the 

from the position taken in the previous case, reversed the standards of individual, professional, and civic integrity 

judgment of the lower court and set aside the order of which results from stultifying controversies. 

the Commission as unreasonable and confiscatory. The This leads us to formulate a comprehensive statement of 

opinion of the Court as delivered by Justice Vinje con- the principles of valuation and rate-making evolved by the 

tains this statement: Railroad Commission, and to discuss the reasonableness of 

“In the McCardle Case a valuation made substantially the principles and the possibility of embodying them in 

like that of the Commission in the present case was set the law. 

aside by the court because, in view of the great advance The Railroad Commission of Wisconsin, the regulatory 

in prices during and after the war, it did not correctly commissions of the other states, and the Interstate Com- 

reflect the actual value of the property as of the time the merce Commissions are substantially unanimous in their 

valuation is made, which is the date of the order fixing finding that in any workable scheme of valuing properties 

the rate and the probable value for some years to come. 
A valuation which does not as to the tangible property ; 

substantially reflect the then cost of reproduction less Lol _| Li ft] | | || tj 

depreciation does not meet the requirements.” 191 Wis. 565 lot || | | I LL —_ 

Jan. 1927. 20 ! +! 
| 

The indefiniteness as to the principles of rate-making ey | | pe At oF see th —_ 

gives rise to the following situation. When land has ap- 60 wa | aes 11925 | | [| 

preciated in value and costs of construction are above the bio v4 | LA | 

normal, the utility managements contend that the pre- 3 \ | TT 

ponderating factor in determining the value of the property = Ne de 

for rate-making purposes should be the estimated cost of ool | N |_| i 

acquiring the land and constructing the plant at the prices leo IV | —~P | ; a | 

prevailing at the time the plant is revalued: in other words, [oy ri tos 7 | i r | 

that the preponderating factor should be the “cost of repro- 22 a a i 

duction new, less depreciation.” On the other hand, the | | [| | | | foi} | 

advocates of the public contend that the preponderation |_ MO OOD EE Nga OTE ake? 

first should be the original “prudent investment” in the The trend of this curve shows the impossibility of basing 

property. When the costs of construction are below the valuation on original cost alone. Prices trebled 

normal, the two parties to the controversy reverse their from: UB95. #6 1920) 

positions, and each now contends for the principles of for rate-making purposes, preponderating weight must be 

valuation which it formerly repudiated. given to the actual cost of the property when the invest- 

If we may call an action in which one reverses his ment has been honestly and prudently made. 

position for the sake of personal gain, — renouncing prin- It Seems fairly clear that the problem in the regulation of 

ciples formerly held and embracing principles formerly the public utilities sa problem which lies at the door of 

denounced, — an unprincipled action, then we may say the legislature. Stating this problem in general and yet in 

that the dearth of definite principle in the acts of the specific terms, i is the problem of effectively embodying in 

legislature and the decisions of the courts is conducive to the law, particularly ins the stipulations relating to the 

unprincipled and stultifying controversies. This state of granting of the indeterminate permit, the statement that 

affairs cannot long be tolerated because of the dangers and public interest and necessity require the adoption of the 

wastes with which it is attended; wastes such as, — principle that land, structures and equipment purchased 

: aa. oo. or acquired by a public utility for the services of the 

(a) The direct waste entailed in the litigation and costly public are thereby dedicated to the service of the public 
valuations carried on to establish advantageous rate bases and are held in trust for the public, and that a fair annual 

during and after periods of changing prices. return to the investors in the utility shall be deemed to 

(b) The indirect wastes which result from the effect of be such an annual return on the money honestly and 

needless litigation in lowering the moral of the operating prudently invested as to command all the capital needed 

organization and antagonizing the supporting public. in the enterprise.
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An Economist Discusses 

Public Utility Control: An Experiment 
By Francis A. STATEN 

Department of Economics 

A discussion of public utility regulation gains in The second important development unforseen by the 
perspective if we approach it from the viewpoint draughtsmen and by the best informed minds of that time 

of those legislators and economists who initiated it more has been the nullification of the working rules of regulatory 
than two decades ago. These men were faced with the Commissions by the courts. The effect of the judicial pro- 
problem of finding a satisfactory remedy for ineffective cedure, with its slow process of inclusion and exclusion, 
control of local utilities by means of term franchises. Finan’ has been that nothing is ever settled. For more than 
cial manipulation with its consequent overcapitalization was twenty years controversy has continued about the valuation 
reacting on the consumer through high and discriminatory problem which is only one aspect of regulation. Valuation, 
rates and poor service. while important in itself, has so occupied the time and 

Two possible solutions presented themselves at the time: fort of administrative officials as to crowd out almost 
Regulation by the State or by local bodies, and public completely other very important problems. 
ownership. Conservative opinion preferred regulation as While the valuation controversy goes on, the utility busi- 
against ownership which was referred to as “a dangerous ness does not wait for a settlement. It is organized for 
and uncharted way”. Regulation was hailed by both action and does act. Regulation must be dynamic to keep 
sides as the solution. The experimental nature of regu’ up with a dynamic industry. It must know what it is 
lation was recognized, however, in that a provision was about because uncertainty is always resolved in favor of 
made that municipalities might at any time purchase the the side which is in a position to strike first. The most 
property of a utility company operating under an inde- serious result of court interference with regulatory Com- 
terminate permit by paying therefor its fair value as fixed missions has been that an atmosphere of futility has been 
by the Railroad Commission. This was to be the way engendered. The most serious effect is the psychological 
out in case regulation failed. one. 

Since the utility law was drafted two important devel- Private ownership of public utilities with regulation is 
opments have intervened to markedly change the facts still in the experimental stage. It has to become a proved 
anticipated by the draughtsmen. The first of these has method of providing utility services to the consumer. It 
been the expansion of the market for utility services to is entirely possible that under our present constitutional 
include more than one municipality. The effect of this law that we will not be able to work out a feasible system 
expansion on the availability of the municipal ownership Of regulation. It may be that restraining orders based on 
alternative is obvious. Public ownership to be economically antiquated iegal notions of property rights will always 
advantageous after this, could be promoted only by cities come in to such an extent as to continually hamstring 
of substantial size or by combinations of municipalities, tegulation. 
To sever one section from a superpower system usually Moreover, the nature of the industry is such that a 
is adverse in its effect on the efficiencies of both the large continuous intimate local contact with each public utility 
system and the new segregated unit. will be essential to proper control. Whether such contact 

While the superpower development, together with fairly can be established is still a question. One thing more than 
effective regulation in the earlier years, has practically all else is apparent from the experience of the last two 
given the Wisconsin market to private ownership, the decades. Regulation cannot be effective if it depends on 
public ownership threat has been perpetuated by public the evidence submitted by utilities. Continuous audits are 
developments in other sections of America. Noteworthy essential, and even then it is a question whether the lags 
instances are the Ontario hydro-electric development, the in control will not be such as to make public ownership 
Los Angeles Power Bureau, and the Seattle and Tacoma necessary. Regulation cannot be retroactive or remedial 
municipal light and power systems. Hence, while experi- in practice. What it cannot prevent it can do little about 
mentation in Wisconsin has been confined largely to regue except in theory. The question is, then, can regulation be 
lation, elsewhere other experiments have been carried on flexible enough and active enough to prevent abuses? If 
and the American prejudice against government in business not, then it cannot succeed. 
has received some rude jolts by the results. It appears We may say that we are now observing two experiments, 
that a public body can, when necessary, perform essential one in regulation, and one in ownership. The disinter- 
functions for its citizens, and do it effectively. (Continued on page 264) 
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A State Body Interprets 

Public Utility Valuation~-Reasons for Investment Basis 

Prepared on Behalf of 

Railroad Commission of Wisconsin 

I discussing the cost of reproduction as a basis of valu: the investment in the property. In addition, there is often 

ation of public utility properties in the Duluth Street a substantial amount of preferred stock, the return on 

Railway Company case (RCR May 1923), the Commission which is limited to the amount fixed in the certificates. Yet, 

said: the bondholders and the preferred stockholders who furnish 

“We are not commanded by the courts ****** to the major portion of the capital get no benefit from any 

give either sole or preponderating weight to the cost increase in value — the benefit accruing to the holders of 

of reproduction; neither do we understand EEE we the common stock who have furnished only a small portion 
are restricted to the prices prevailing at the actual date ; 
of inquiry, but that we may deal rather with the of the capital. hese @ 
general levels of prcies over a period substantially Assume that a utility is financed to the extent of 60% 

similar to that of the date of inquiry.” by bonds, 20% by preferred stock, and 20% by common 

While the Commission has always recognized reproduc’ stock, and that subsequent to the date of investment, the 

tion cost at current price levels as an element to be given replacement cost has increased 80%. Those investors who 

substantial weight, it has not believed that it should be the have furnished 80% of the capital would derive no benefit, 

controlling factor, and at the time of the decision in the whereas the common stockholder would find his equity 

case above cited it did not interpret court decisions as multiplied by five. Conversely, if the cost of reproduction 

requiring that it be given primary weight. However, from has decreased 20% from the actual investment, the equity 

the court decisions made since 1923, such as that in the would be entirely wiped out. 

Indianapolis water case, it appears that the policy of the The effect of giving primary weight to reproduction cost 

Commission must be modified. is to make the common stockholder’s position that of a 

Notwithstanding such decisions, there are fundamentai speculator, interested, not in a normal return, but in the 

objections to a valuation policy based solely or primarily possibility of speculative gains, which must be large be- 

on current cost of reproduction. In a normal market a cause of the possibility also of large losses. On the other 

persuasive evidence of market value of the plant and busi- hand, if the investor knows that material weight is to be 

ness in competitive industries is the selling price of the given to actual investment, reasonably and prudently made, 

securities. During and immediately following the war and less importance assigned to reproduction cost, he has, 

the prices of many securities declined very sharply. The to that extent, an assurance that speculation is to be 

change in interest rates brought about a shrinkage in bond eliminated, and the assurance that his return, though not 

prices, in many cases from 10% to 25%. Preferred stock likely to be as great as the possible return in a speculative 
issues and even common stocks were similarly affected. business, is almost certain to be more secure. 

Yet this period was one of increasing prices for labor and What of the customer? If values are to fluctuate with 

materials. These facts well illustrate an important factor changes in reproduction cost, the obvious effect during a 

to be considered in this problem of reproduction cost: period of increasing prices will be that the customer must 

namely, that when the cost of replacing the property of a pay a return on a high valuation. Nor does it appear 
business is increasing, the value of the plant and business, certain that the customer will get the benefit during period 

or what may be called the going value, may actually be of declining prices. The decrease in the value of a public 

decreasing. utility property, below the investment reasonably and 

It is probably true that, in part because of rate regu: prudently made, will weaken or destroy its stability, and 

lation, utility securities have not had the same fluctuation the rate of return which must be provided to attract 

that we find in competitive industries, and that it is not capital must be increased. 

satisfactory to compare utilities with other businesses where The stability of any business is dependent upon the free 

there is greater freedom of purchase and sale in the open flow of needed capital into that business. Free flow of 

market and where the extremes of the fluctuations of capital, in turn, depends upon the attractiveness of the 

market value are wider. Let us assume, however, that at rate of return. As long as the rate of return makes the 

a time when the replacement cost has increased very business attractive to capital, that return is not unreason- 

materially over the investment, the market value has in’ ably low; conversely, a rate which is not attractive to 

creased also. What is the effect of such an increase upon capital will certainly restrict its flow into the business and 

security holders and customers? hamper its development. If upon reasonable, legitimate 

The public utility business is conducted largely om and prudent investment the utility is allowed to earn what- 

borrowed money, often to the extent of 60% to 70% of (Continued on page 264)
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The Nicaraguan Canal Project is Revived 

By Frank J. Cummins, c’30 

Te Nicaraguan Canal project, once a formidable rival In 1889 the Maritime Canal Company was formed and 
of the Panama Canal project, is again in the lime’ took the concession, but permitted the Nicaraguan Canal 

light, after many years of quietude. On September 5, 1929, Company to continue with its work. In 1893 the Con- 
an engineering battalion of 400 officers and men was ordered struction Company was liquidated. It was a panic year; 
to duty by the American secretary of war to resurvey the the financial situation was bad and money was hard to 
route. During the past winter, which is the dry season in obtain. Part of the channel had been dredged and approx- 
Central America, the surveys - — - . imately one thousand feet of 
have been progressing under or ta Te T 1 oe pier work completed. A few 
Major Dan I. Sultan. Nic: _ Us miles of single-track railroad 
araguans are reported to be |. S 7S, and some telephone lines had 
enthusiastic over the prospect |* B y a te! been constructed. This is the 
of action. The immediate 0 @ = total of all the work that has 
cause of the congressional yw v wer | been done upon the project. 
action that led to the pres is" A Oo Z tis" In March, 1895, Congress 
ent survey was the report a aw voted for another investiga- 
that the Panama Canal is L ly 9 tion to determine the feasi- 
rapidly approaching the limit i wg bility of the project, the 
of its capacity. The ques |“]"}°° NT CLA RAGUA ‘1 cost, and the permanence. 
tion is whether to enlarge Oh wang oe z The committee consisted of 
the Panama Canal or build A C\ a oe | by Lt. Col. Wm. Ludlow, C. 
a new canal at Nicaragua. [13 Vo, MANAGUAGS "1 * CBLUERELD: a 3 E. Mordecai Endicott, U. S. 
The United States already Thy uRKe ey 2 N., and Alfred Noble. The 
has an agreement with Nic- peirde. ‘hp | o report of this committee is 
aragua that will permit it to | Ca RAR AGUS gi caRos = limited to a few copies and 
construct such a canal. y a cece: _ 2 these, unfortunately, are not 

The first engineering sur- | | 4 | eSagi RICA L available to private citizens. 
vey at the site of the pro- *, The project was to include 
posed Nicaraguan Canal was = ~ = = = Sew the improvement of Grey- 
made in 1850-52 by Col. O.  U. S. Engineers now making a survey for the proposed Nicaraguan town Harbor. From this 

M. Childs, who was em Cong eae meng rey fore ray from Lake int the canal was 10 go ployed by the Transit Com- Nicaraguan government. westward at sea-level to the 
pany which controlled most of the trade in that territory. eastern divide, the crossing of which was effected by three 
Col. Childs, an able engineer, proposed a waterway with locks, and by an enormous cut 3.15 miles long and 324 
a ruling depth of 17 feet. feet deep. Emerging from this divide, the route traversed 

In 1872 the U. S. Government sent Commander Lull a series of deep basins which were to be confined by dams 
with a party to examine the site still further and see if it and joined through intervening ridges. At the end of 
were feasible. In December, 1873, he presented his report this, the canal was to emerge into the San Juan River, 
and recommended that Child’s plan be enlarged and a which is far below the proposed summit level. The Ochoa 
ruling depth of 26 feet be established. A G. Menocal, a dam would raise the surface of the river over a distance 
member of the Lull party, revisited the area in 1880 and of fourteen miles, Then the course would follow the valley 
again in 1885 and enlarged on the plan each time. In of the Lajas River to the western divide, which is crossed 
1885 he made his report, and a concession was obtained by a 74-foot cut, and then continue down the valley of 
from the government of Nicaragua for the construction the Rio Grande to the ocean at Brito. In so doing, cross- 
of a canal within its territory. The concession provided ing torrential Tola could be avoided by the construction 
thet the plans be deposited and work begun within a of the La Flor dam. 
period of two and one-half years from the time of granting The rainfall records at Greytown for the years 1890, 
of the permission. Thus the Nicaraguan Canal Construc- 1891, and 1892, showed a mean of 267 inches, a maximum 
tion Company was formed, money was raised, and plans of 297 inches and a minimum of 214 inches. This precipi- 
were made to begin work on the canal. tation was nearly four times that of the rainy belt in the 
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United States. The proposed 324-foot cut could be main- built, the Nicaraguan route was considered as the most 
tained only by having it in the hardest of rock. In making acceptable one. Each commission sent to Central America 
the survey little study was made of the floods in the rivers. by our government favored the Nicaraguan route over the 

M. Brunau Varilla, chief engineer of the Panama Canal Panama route. There were four possible routes available, 
prior to the time the United States took over the project, and the Nicaraguan route ranked first and the Panama 
brings to our attention one serious obstacle in the way of cute third. The Nicaraguan route was favored because 
the construction of the Nicaraguan Canal, which is 184 it is shorter by 700 miles between New York and San 
miles long across the Isthmus of Nicaragua. If this project Francisco, approximately three days’ sailing. The climate 
were carried out, it would be within a region affected by is superior. Lake Nicaragua, 120 miles long by fifty miles 
continual earthquakes. Panama Canal was constructed be- wide, is in the line of the canal and would insure a plenti- 
cause it was free from this objection. This was the only ful supply of water for feeding the canal. The highest 
factor which caused the Panama Canal to be built in estimate on the ccst of the Nicaraguan Canal is $250,000,- 
preference to the Nicaraguan Canal. Since the U. S. took 000 as compared to $412,000,000 which was spent in 
over the Panama Canal nearly 20 years ago there have Panama. 
been only a few slight tremors. The United States was blocked in its attempt to make 

On the contrary, at Nicaragua there are three large a treaty with Nicaragua. The country was ruled by a 
volcanoes which would hinder the engineering work as dictator, Zeleya, and he stopped every attempt which the 
well as to menace the lives of all the men working in the United States made. In 1912 when a rebellion broke out 
vicinity. Brunau Varilla says, “The advocates of the canal in the country and when marines were sent there Zelcya 
forget that, with the huge dams and locks necessary, all was forced into exile. Adolpho Diaz then became president 
made of stiff material, it is almost crazy to trust such a and he immediately signed the treaty which Zeleya had 
gigantic rigid piece of engineering to the volcanic and con rejected. Under the treaty the United States bought the 
tinually vibrating soil of Nicaragua. Some thousands of privilege of constructing a canal across the country. The 
U. S. Marines kept down the upheavals of the political cost of this treaty was $3,000,000. Included in this agree- 
volcanoes in Nicaragua. All the forces of the United States, ment was a clause providing for an exclusive right to a 
all her gold, all her technical genius will not prevent naval base on the Pacific Coast. Nicaragua's sister countries 
Momotombo, the Masoya, the Omofrom and their many have objected to her granting to a foreign country the 
brothers from spouting flames and ashes, and their gi right to control a coast line which belengs as much to them 
gantic eruptions from shaking to earth the dams and locks as to Nicaragua. Therefore, the neighboring countries 
which engineers, lacking observation and foresight, may be have opposed the canal project on this basis. 

led to erect at their base.” Since 1916 Nicaragua has enjoyed a prosperity beyond 
Brunau’s plan was to cut down the Panama Canal to any previous experience. Railroads have been built and 

sea level and eliminate all locks. This procedure would highways have flourished. Therefore, there is every rea’ 
provide an unobstructed waterway from ocean to ocean son to believe that the country will cooperate with the 
However, there is a difference of 20 feet in the tides (2 United States in an effort to complete the project. 
feet rise and fall at the Atlantic end and 22 feet at the The other hand the United States realizes the necessity 

Pacific). A lock would be necessary to prevent a strong of keeping this territory under its control. The United 
current through the waterway. He would make the canai States, by keeping its naval base on the Pacific. Ocean, can 

§6 ast Ab BarW insure its safety, and that of the Central American countrics 
a egal a Cc AYR Aus UIA % from any hostile foreign countries. 

| es IE MCaBACue ae % The traffic through the Panama Canal has more than 
PACIFIC LISS oN KW IX. y doubled the estimate made about fourteen years ago for 
_ oe We, Acpeeroun al this time. It will probably reach its maxium in ten years 

olean COSTA RICA t, , aa ie 5 | more, so it is none too soon to begin to plan for a new 
Lo aks ow’ iy route across the Isthmus. Ten years were required to com- 

plete the Panama Canal, so it can be readily seen that it 
The proposed Nicaraguan Canal, 183.7 miles long, will shorten ae : 

the distance between our Atlantic and Pacific ports is time to begin work on the project 

by 700 miles. The construction of the second canal is regarded as 

1000 ft. wide. No doubt his ambitious scheme could be necessary from a military standpoint. If the locks at 
completed. However, nature would take charge at Culebra, Panama were destroyed in war, our ships would be obliged 

and instead of slopes of 1/2 to 1 there would result slopes to go around the southern coast of South America. A 
of 7 to 1, or the natural angle of repose. second canal at sea-level would relieve the situation, and 

In the years 1927 and 1928 the United States was en- in case of war one canal could be closed to all commerce, 

gaged in a serious political controversy in Nicaragua. Few and the other maintained for the benefit of neutral 

Americans realized all that was involved in this struggle. countries. Enlargement of the Panama Canal would cost 

One reason why the United States sent marines to Nic’ only one-fourth of the amount required to construct a new 

aragua was because the country realized that Nicaragua one, but the military aspect enters into the question. The 

owns the only route which can be used in competition to Nicaraguan route is far better than the Panama from a 

the Panama Canal. Years before the Panama Canal was standpoint of defense.
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FAME There is something fascinating about a man who It is always an old story. A humble beginning, the 

rises to fame and success. It is not a promoted struggle to exist, perseverence, and finally success, fame 

thrill brought by the cinema, or the magazines. and the spot light. It may cover volumes. It may be com- 

Horatio Alger had nothing to do with it. It is the same plete in a hundred words. We may read about it, hear it 

thrill that you experience when you watch a horse race, told, or actually see it for ourselves, but whatever the 

and sce an apparent loser swing around the last corner, means of expressing it may be, we are thrilled by it. 

spurt down along the home stretch, and take the purse —— 

from the favorite. And horse racing is older than literature gp, PATS The ancient and solemn ceremony in memory 

or the movies. PARADE of the revered St. Patrick is gone. It remains 

No, it is a feeling that is a part of the heart. It holds to enly a few of us in tender recollections and will soon 

its sncll like the charm of a hearth fire. It is fundamental enter the oblivion of the banished. Condemned by the 

in man’s being. In every mi | powerful hand of Polygon, 

tion, you will find the light | THE: CIVIUS INSPECT supported by none of the other 

of popularity overwhelmingly outstanding bodies, the parade 

shed on those who have ovet- | Sixty bright (?) and eager (?) faces gathered of the patron saint of Engi- 
come obstacles to reach the around the civil mentors in the Chicago North neers will probably never again 

. . | western station a week ago Monday morning 4 
wreath of laurels. to answer the first roll call of the inspection aRPeoe “On. the streets of Mad- 

List, if you will, the names trip. Chicagoans, whose curiosity was aroused ison. 

of men you know to be fam- by the large group, stopped to “rubberneck”. This recent coup d’ etat calls 
aus. ‘Rxamine ithe life SE sack Prof. Withey dispelled all wild ideas from the to our minds the successes and 

: : : timid station policeman who was finally con- : . 
one, noting especially the early vinced that this was not an I.W.W. conven- failures of the notable event in 
beginning. It is surprising to tion, a race riot, or the army of the unemployed. past years. Among those of 

see how many began as almost The city as usual supplied two tugs to carry importance was the egg throw 
nothing. It is thrilling to see the group up and down the river from Michigan ing brawl instigated by none 
how many began as almost Avenue to Halsted Street. The afternoon was other than the cane-bearing 

nothing. Spent iat one of ithe Jangest terra cotta factories shysters. Eggs flew. Aromas 
. in the world. No one on the trip will argue this . : 

A ducal feast is being pre- point. arose. Many suits were ruined. 

pared. A careless servant drops The Illinois Steel Plant was the scene of the State Street lay in a shame- 
the ornate piece of sculptory second day of the ordeal. Cameras were con- ful state of putrescence. And 

which is to be placed at the fiscated. Folica guides, usually tickled fo find St. Patrick turned over in his 
an appreciative audience, enthusiastically pro- 

center of the table. A poor claimed the thirty-six inch rolling mill to roll grave. 
servant lad carves a magnificent fifty-two inch sections. Since then the parade has 
lion out of a huge brick of An afternoon at the cement mill, an early been recognized as only a bad 
butter. Hundreds of years later start the next morning to the Gary steel plant, habit which it was the duty of 

we pause, in the Louvre, be- reed whe ae at the Gary tube mill com- every engineer to indulge in 
fore an exquisite marble carved Wohlgemuth, anticipating a race last week once a year. Its popularity 
by the same hand, and we are end, left the party in a badly overtrained con waned. Its objectionableness in- 
thrilled, by Michel Angelo. dition. Trieloff continued the inspection trip to creased. Last year’s event was 

A gaunt rail splitter spends Topeka, Kansas. a meaningless and simple dem- 

his boyhood days in the (== =! onstration which cluttered up 
wilderness of early America. He works in the day time Langdon Street. It was an effort to watch the affair to 
with the chores and at night with the books before the say nothing of taking part in it. The St. Patrick’s 
fireplace. He does not receive a college education. Seventy parade is gone. 
years later we read the president's speech commemorating a Polygon, not content with ruling away one of the engi- 

battle field and are thrilled. neers’ bad habits, instigated the selling of green feathers. 
An Englishman raised as one of a family of six whose Polygon is a constructive organization. Strong arms which 

only support was a colliery engine tender’s salary studied last year wielded ferocious looking weapons in defense of 
at night and mended shoes and cleaned watches in the the wordly representative of the famous saint, meekly held 
day time. Later George Stephenson became the leading out a nickel and became decorated with a green feather. 

railway man of England and one of the world’s greatest Why a feather was used has been kept a secret. St. Pat 
engineers. was a wise bird 

I I a
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Where did the funds obtained from the sale of St. THIS Yes, we got “sucked under” this year — we 
Patrick Day Tokens go? The faculty sponsor of the “BADGER” hope for the last time. We refer to our 
Wisconsin Engineer threatened black mail but was only BUSINESS craven submission to the high-pressure sales) 
able to get a small portion. manship of this year’s Badger staff which induced us, in 

It is rumored that Triangle will hold a beer picnic this a moment of mental aberration and financial indiscretion, 
spring to give vent to the emotions which now have no to sign a contract for one of the cleverly hidden pages in 
outlet (engineers invited). St. Patrick parade is gone the back of their book, adjacent to the advertising section, 

. for the princely sum of 40 dollars. 

SOMETHING = Many brilliant, technically-trained men fail But there are three organizations in the engineering col- 
EXECUTIVES to attain chief executive rank because they lege who had what George Little calls “red guts” enough 
SHOULD concentrate so exclusively on engineering to stand on their hind legs and refuse to contribute to 
UNDERSTAND and similar problems that they neglect the raccoon coats for this year's Badger editorial and business 
study of the human equation. They become masters at staff. We refer to A.S.M.E., Alpha Tau Sigma and 
handling machinery,tools, materials, etc., but they do not A.S.C.E., who have wisely decided to keep their pictures 
become masters at handling men. Nor are engineers the from gracing those pages of this year’s Badger that nobody 
only class guilty of underrating the growing importance of else wants. 

humanics. . aw The loss, for it is to all intents and purposes a dead 
A. successful engineer, has said, “One fact. must never loss, of forty bucks will not endanger the prospects of 

be forgotten. This is, that the world of finance, while Aig GAXSNSINS'S ADBSARINES én the camp s during the 
seeking the aid of the trained engineer, is looking for ‘ * is Es . ~ Get ches orn wt dike . . § remainder of the year —and we can list the cost of the 

more than engineering knowledge, however profound. The Badger page under the heading of “contributions” in our 

fee ere ee in ness att a income tax statement, without fear of question. But there 

— ‘ oe are organizations in this college who cannot stand the 

appreciation of the springs of action of men and the power financial drain of such an exhorbitant tax for so little a 
to direct and inspire them. The relations and interactions - ae : : ‘om: . service. We refer this time to Poiygon, Pi Tau Sigma, 
of men are a thousand times more complex than those of Qp; Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi and Eta Kappa Nu, every one 
materials. —— 5 i : : 

“waa. ee . _ of which is draining its treasury and crippling further 

This is strikingly exemplified among the large engi- ctivities this year, merely to maintain ridiculous precedent 
neering and construction concerns of the country. Without es at D oe . Pies : 
proper administration and finance, these institutions cannot The editors of this magazine know, as well as do those 
be successful. It follows that they must have capable busi- Perating the Badger, that the increases in the cost of 
ness and financial leadership. Many of these posts are now Badger pages during the last several years are not in any 

filled by engineers. Where the engineering talent possessed W@Y commensurate with changes in the cost of printing, - 

of other requisites is available to fill these positions they binding, engraving, or so-called “art” work. We believe 
should be so filled. But between a high-grade technical that a comparison of the actual costs for these services 

engineer without executive and business ability, and a high- during the respective years will fail to justify the ex- 
grade executive without technical ability, the choice of an horbitant demands made upon college activities at Wis: 

administrator, even for an engineering or construction or- consin for material which such a publication should be 
ganization, should fall to the latter.” glad to have. 

When a position of monumental importance is to be Instead of the advertising and subscription list carrying 

filled, what qualities do boards of directors look for? The the cost of the Badger, as should be the case, the cost is 

first test they apply to a man is, Has he, the necessary being transferred to those whose natural desire is to see 

ability? The second is, Does he know how to inspire their organization represented in a book which purports 
loyalty and to handle men successfully? to present a cross-section of Wisconsin life. But the or- 

2 ganizations are not dealing with a publication whose main 

BACK COPIES The Wisconsin Engineer has on hand _ object is to present our student life as it is; they are dealing 

OF THE many back copies of the magazine. There with a group of men who are in the work for all they, 
ENGINEER are representatives from almost every one personally, can get out of it and who are engaged in 

of the thirty-four volumes which have been published exploiting every branch of intellectual student achievement 

during the lifetime of the Wisconsin Engineer. and activity which will submit. 

These sets of issues are of considerable value to anyone Well, we lost the forty and we suppose this piece of 

interested in the past of the engineering college. Alumni our mind has earned us a position in the high disregard of 
might be attracted to the idea of obtaining the entire set 4p. high moguls of Badgerdom. If you will search care- 

of four volumes that ‘was published during their under- fully among the advertisements of plumbing shops, ‘restaur-. 

graduate days. Contributors to the Wisconsin Engineer ants, and shoe-shine parlors, in the last few pages of the 
might be glad to take advantage of this opportunity. For 939 Badger, you may find our ashamed faces smiling 
this reason, the business manager will dispose of all obsolete forth at you-—look well, it will be our last appearance! 

numbers which are available. Get in touch with him if 

you are interested. Come early and avoid the rush. (Continued on page 262)
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rsa puns nnerstumonaaeneenreneeenarennannennnannsniciaioeaeseaisniaemspealaieaiasaunaaa cutie aan leaner : 

Successful Wisconsin Engineers 

Joseph F. Kunesh 

By Ropert L. VAN Hacan, ©32 

The city of Honolulu is facing a a little over a year. Then followed of Public Works and was the author 
scrious situation in regard to its water @ year, 1915-16, as assistant irrigation of the first Annual Water Supply 

supply; the head in its artesian wells -engineer for the U. S. Department of Papers, written in French and in the 
is dropping and salt water from the Agriculture at Billings, Montana, and metric system. 

ocean which surrounds the small island | Mercedes, Texas. Four years, 1916- After his return to this country he 

is encroaching to a menacing degree. 20, were spent with the U. S. Geo- spent a short time as designer with 
This modern city of 100,000 people logical Survey, at San Francisco, Cali the Board of Transportation of New 
faces the prospect of being without fornia, and Tucson, Arizona, during York City and then a year, 1925-26, 

an adequate supply of fresh water. = i as water supply engineer for the 
Engineers have been studying the situ- Paws Soe ae _ a Florida East Coast Ry. This was 
ation, which, unfortunately, has be- eZ thea? ¢ 3 during the great Florida Boom, against 
come involved in politics. The issue a 4 eS which even his engineering training 
is whether the territorial government ° oi * s was not proof. He still has some real 
or the city itself shall have control of rie ae meee estate as a souvenir. Following this he 
the city’s water works, and the matter { “* . ) : spent short periods with the Depart- 
is in the hands of the Territorial Su- eat a 3 ment of W.S.G.& E. of New York 
preme Court. While this point is 3 i rs City and with the New Jersey Transit 
being thrashed out by the legal lumin- ey ‘ cd Commission. In 1927 he went to 
aries, the engineers are making every " 4 Honolulu as hydraulic engineer under 
effort to avert, if possible, the hydro- “4 ’ , the joint auspices of the U. S. Geo- 
logic catastrophe. Active in this in- logical Survey and the Honolulu Sewer 
teresting situation is a Wisconsin En- ; : and Water Commission. The reports 
gineer, Joseph Francis Kunesh, 714, that he has produced in connection 
who is the author of two volumes of _ F with this work are of a high order 
reports that have recently been pub- ) of excellence and mark him as an 
hshed by the Honolulu Sewer and N out-standing figure in the field. 
Water Commission. ; ; Mr. Kunesh was married on April 

Joseph Kunesh was born in Stangel- Joseph F. Kunesh 12, 1921, to Anne Elizabeth Cabalek, 
ville, Wisconsin, June 16, 1890, son a graduate of the University of Illinois. 
of John P. Kunesh, a farmer. He was which time, Kunesh passed through There are two sons, Robert Joseph and. 
graduated from the Kewaunee high — the grades of junior, assistant, and as) Donald Francis. 
school. While at the university he sociate engineer. Two years, from During his eventful career, Mr 
was a member of Triangle, the Bo- 1920 to 1922 were spent as resident Kunesh has found interest in languages 
hemian Club, and C. S. A. He was engineer with Layne & Bowler Com- and has mastered eight. He has also 
also a member of the sophomore Class pany at Memphis, Tennessee, and New developed considerable artistic talent 

Pipe Committee. He was graduated York Citv. which he is able to use to advantage 
from the course in civil engineering In 1922 an important opportunity in illustrating his reports. He has 
in 1914. While he was in college he — was presented to Mr. Kunesh; he was studied public speaking under Judge 
worked one summer as draftsman for appointed chief hydrographic engineer Huber of Honolulu. Astronomy is 
the Wisconsin Highway Commission for the Republic of Haiti, under the another field in which his work and 
and one summer on the engineer corps —_auspicies of that republic together with his natural inclinations have combined 
of the C. @ E. I. Ry. After gradua- the U. S. Geological Survey and the to interest him. Golf and tennis fur- 
tion he went to Plainview, Texas, as U. S. Navy. During his two years nish him sport. He is an associate 
engineer-in-charge for the Texas Land on the island he organized the Hydro- member of the American Society of 
and Development Co. and stayed there graphic Division of the Department Civil Engineers. 

SS NR EE a
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CIVILS Board of Health and is with the U. S. Engineers at Mil- 

The following civil engineers completed their course in waukee. 

February and have taken positions as indicated: James W. Villatuya, Roberto P., c’23, is with the Irrigation Divi- 

Arnold will probably be with the U. S. Engineers at Mil- sion, Bureau of Public Works, Manila, P. I. 

waukee; Herbert C. Grupp is with the Henkel Construction ae ee 

Company of Mason City, Iowa; Vernon Hamel is taking the ELECTRICALS 

law course at Wisconsin; Marcus B. Hunder is research Bagnall, Vernon B., e’27, is doing transmission engineer- 

assistant in the department of Mechanics at Wisconsin; ing on radiotelephone circuits with the A. T. & T. Company 

Clayton F. Paschen is with the Paschen Construction Com- of New York. Address: 15 Dey Street, New York City. 

pany of Chicago and is residing at 5622 Sheridan Road, Carlson, McKinley S., ¢’25, address: 230 South Clark 
Chicago; Roger W. Stevens will probably be with a con- Street, Chicago, Ill. 

struction company in West Virginia; Bernardo Cock Vel- Cotter, Sylvester D., e’28, has changed from the Lansing 

asquez is returning to Columbia, his home country, where office of the Bell Telephone Company to the New York 
he will be in business with his father, an engineer. office of the same company. 

Binish, Stanley, ¢’29, is with the U. S. Army Engineers Ford, Arthur Hillyer, e’95, professor of electrical engi- 

in Milwaukee in charge of harbor surveys on the lake neering at the University of Iowa, is reported to have 
boat Manitowoc. He expects to spend the next three died recently. He was the author of several textbooks on 

months making hydrographic surveys on the Great Lakes. ©¢lectrical engineering. 

Blanchar, John E., c’29, is with the U. S. Engineers at Melcher, Harvey R., ¢’25, address: 49—6th Ave, La 
Milwaukee. Grange, Illinois. , | . ; 

Breuer, 0. W., ex-0'22, who is president of the Bahr Con- West, Kenneth A., e’24, is in the television section of 

Ce nee . . the advance development division of RCA-Victor Corpor- 

struction Company of Manitowoe, was recently married. ation at Camden. Address: 4723 LaFayette Ave., Merchant- 
Mr. Breuer sas been given the contract for sewer installa- ville, N. J. 

tion at Middleton. a tt 

Conrad, Cuthbert T., c’15, CE’16, is expected to return MINERS 

to Madison soon from San Paulo, Brazil. Mr. Conrad was Best, Byron G., ex-Min’13, writes from Ironwood, Mich., 

formerly with Mead and Seastone of Madison. where he is employed by the Oliver Iron Mining Co., as 

Fischer, Frank A., c’29, who went to work with the Wis- follows: “A few nights ago we had a semi-reunion of 

consin & Michigan Power Co. after graduation, is now with the old gang: Charlie Alaniva, Grand Rapids, Mich., Howard 

the U. S. Engineers at Milwaukee. Eidemiller, Ramsay, Mich., Barney Knudsen, Iron River, 

King, Max W., c’09, is with the J. G. White Engineering Mich., and myself. Although three of us roomed at the 

Corporation of New York. same house, this is the first time we have all been together 

Kuenzli, Daniel, c’29, is with the S. M. Siesel Co. working since 1911. Although we were in the minority we had the 

on the new County Court House in Milwaukee. Address: M. C. M. crowd singing ‘On Wisconsin’.” 
151 Warren Ave., Wauwatosa, Wisconsin. Sa 

Lane, E. Neil W., c’20, has taken a position in the main- CHEMICALS 

tenance division of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois Ry. at Drake, Ronald I., ch’20, address: 431 Griggs Street, St. 
Salem, Ill. Paul, Minnesota. 

Lidicker, William J., c’28, was around the University Ragatz, Roland A., ch’20, professor in chemical engineer- 

looking for surveyors to survey the State of Missouri for ing, was married on the 15th of March to Miss Nancy 

water power. He is with the Management and Engineering Hansen of Milwaukee. Address: Millirand Apts., 3027 Wis- 
Corporation, a subsidy of the Utilities Power and Light consin Ave., Milwaukee. 

Corporation. Address: Bank and Insurance Bldg., Dubuque, Zimmerman, James G., ch’04, offers a puzzle to the editor 
Towa. . in the matter of his classification. In the March issue he 

Mackie, James E., c’23, gave a lecture to the engineers on was listed among the civils, and according to the directory 

* March 21, at the engineering college, on the “Correct Uses he is a graduate in elcetrical engineering. By his own 

of Lumber in Construction”. Mr. Mackie is structural admission he should be listed as a chemical — question: 

engineer for the National Lumber Manufacturers Ass’n. “What kind of an engineer is Mr. Zimmerman?” 

Markwardt, L. J., c’12, CE’22, is the author of a pamphlet —————e 

on “Comparative Strength Properties of Woods Grown in MECHANICALS 

the United States,” which is being published as Technical Brinck, Arne, m’22, has recently taken charge of the office 

Bulletin 158 of the U. S. Department of Agriculture. Mr. of A. L. Gran Coy at Mukden. His permanent home is in 

Markwardt is in charge of the section of Timber Mechanics Oslo, Norway. He passed through Madison with his bride 

at the Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin. in September on his way to his new post. 

The new bulletin presents in popular form information on Hartwell, H. T., m’24, former instructor in hydraulics at. 

the strength, weight, and shrinkage of 164 native species the university, is with the Railroad Commission at Madison. 

of wood, based on over a quarter of a million tests. It will Little, George F., m’27, address: 621 Locust Street, Rock- 

be sent free to those requesting it as long as the supply ford, Illinois. 

lasts. Meili, Otto H., m’26, address: 1806 Wisconsin Avenue, 

Preston, Burt K., ¢c’26, is now with the Illinois Depart- New Holstein, Wisconsin. 

ment of Highways assigned to the Elgin office. He is living O’Connor, William D., m’22, address: 6744 Penn Ave., 

at 1624 Ashland Avenue, Des Plaines, Ill. Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Stevens, Roger W., ¢’30, completed his undergraduate Parlett, Raymond C., m’16, address: 522 W. Front Street, 

work in February and is working for a firm of constructing Plainfield, N. J. 

engineers in Wheeling, W. Ba., and living at the Y.M.C. A. Phillips, Rufus S., m’23, MS’27, address: 545 Gunderson 
He is learning to scale quantities from blue prints prepara-  Ave., Oak Park, Ill. 

tory to applying prices. “Try it and see how much you Rietow, Lincoln A., m’23, has been placed in charge of 

ean leave out,” he writes. “These boys want exact figures the recently opened Minneapolis sales office of the Pacific 

because the competition is keen.” Electric Manufacturing Corporation. Address: Pacific Elec. 

Van Akren, Ivar G., c’29, has left the staff of the State Mfg. Corp., Plymouth Bldg., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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_Campus Notes | 
KRAUT LEADS MILITARY BALL something easier to learn than engi- students take a trip to Chicago and 
Slide rules and text books rested, neering. Milwaukee in the spring, and civils 

for one night at least, when Coon- Polygon as yet has made no definite make a trip to Chicago in the spring 
Sander’s Nighthawks burst forth with arrangements for a substitute for the and one to Milwaukee in the fall. 
music at the 18th annual Military Ball St. Pat’s parade, which has lacked the The faculty men who accompanied 
in the Wisconsin Union. Ralph Kraut, support of the students in recent years. the party were M. O. Withey, L. F. 
ME4,. with Nancy Colman, a charming Numerous rumors have been circulat’ Wan Hagan, H. F. Janda, and K. 
honorary-colonel, led the six hundred ing about the campus as to what will Wendt. 
couples in the light fantastic move take the place of the parade, the The students were: C. F. Ewald, 

ments. foremost of which is a general move’ EE. G. Heberlein, M. M. Hill, E. W. 
Besides being chairman of the mili rent for an engineers’ ball. Hulbert, K. L. Magee, T. Raccoli, 

tary ball, Kraut has shown by his The engineers’ recognition pins were A. C. Schaeffer, P. H. Thern, O. C. 

many other activities that it isn’t ak put on sale to juniors and seniors on Adler, D. L. Anderson, L. W. Bartsh, 
ways detrimental to an engineer's March 25. The pin is a nice looking D. C. Bengs, C. Ww. Buendling, H. J. 
grades to take part in campus activiv ingle gold affair with a red “W” Carlin, G. H. Caviezal, A. R. Cher- 

ties. Having graduated from a mili crossed by a slide rule. Only junior rnaak, D. O. Coe, I. L. Cole, S. D. 
tary preparatory school, he naturally and senior engineers are eligible to Drew, J. T. Drew, F. J. Euclide, L. 
is active in R. oO. T.C. affaris. He is year the pins. Polygon is also plan’ Fuhr, J. B. Graetz, R. Hendrickson, 

a member of Scabbard and Blade, ning some good speakers in the future. W. R. Hicks, J. L. Innes, R. Jackson, 
honorary military fraternity, is a cadet ° C. A. Knoll, L. F. Kosak, F. C. Lad- 

cflcer in the reserve corps, and last wig, H. C. Lidicker, W. C. Mac- 

year was a member of the military JUNIOR AND SENIOR CIVILS Donald, S. W. Medlar, W. A. Mil- 

ball committee. His activities are not MAKE INSPECTION TRIP brandt, C. W. Newing, C. H. Newlin, 

all confined to military doings, how- Eight seniors and forty-five juniors T. H. Perry, E. J. Peterson, W. S. 
ever. He is a member of the varsity met at the Madison Street Bridge in Proudfoot, C. L. Senn, H. T. Sowls, 
gym team, of Pi Tau Sigma, honorary | Chicago Monday, April 7, accompan-  R, P. Staefiler, T. E. Stephenson, A. L. 
mechanical engineering fraternity, and ied by four faculty members and a~ Streu, W. E. Thompson, J. C. Trie- 
of Theta Chi fraternity. guide from the city engineer's office off, F. I. Vilen, R. S. Wertsh, J. F. 

The ball was one of the outstanding and began a three-day inspection trip. Wohlgemuth, A. L. Wolfe, R. E. 
social events of the year, second only They started at 9 A.M. and proceeded Wolff, L. A. Yolton, and J. W. 
perhaps, to the Junior Prom. In recog: to look over the river straightening  7Zibell. 

nition of the superior music, the fac’ job, which is nearing completion, and — 
ulty relented sufficiently to make it a visited several of the more impotant ALUMNUS LECTURES TO 
cnethirty date night, so that the stu’ bridges. The afternoon was spent in ENGINEERS 
dents would have quantity as well as going over some of the big construc James E. Mackie, CE’23, returned 

quality for the price of their tickets, tion jobs now in progress in the loop 4. his alma mater under different cir- 
being able to dance one extra hour. district. cumstances than when he left it. 

fe The party spent Tuesday morning When he received his degree in 1923, 
ST. PAT HONORED WITH at South Chicago visiting the Illinois}. had spent four years of listening 

GREEN FEATHERS Steel Works where a large building 4, ‘the instructors lecture. On Friday, 

“St. Patrick was an engineer, he program is in progress. Tuesday after- ,garch 21, he returned to do a bit of 
was, he was”... and to commemorate noon _was spent at the steel mill at lecturing of his own, with the profes- 

his birthday, March 17, green feathers Gary, Indiana. sors and instructors listening, as an 
were worn by all true followers of the The inspection trip has been a feat- authority on his subject “The Correct 
famous inventor of the worm drive. ure of the engineering courses for the Uses of Lumber in Construction.” 

This no doubt aroused jealousy of last thirty years. It offers an op- Junior and senior engineering classes 
the same color as the feathers in the portunity for the students to visit were dismissed in many cases to hear 
hearts of the barristers across the hill places that are not ordinarily open to what he had to say. 

Perhaps this was what incented a public inspection and gives them a Mackie entered the services of the 
letter to Dean Turneaure from the conception of modern industrial devel- city of Long Beach, California, upon 
lawyers on the same day, when a  cpment that is not obtainable from graduating. Pacific coast builders were 

monkey broke loose from the biology books. Mining engineers make a trip interested at the time in preparing a 
department. The letter implied that through the western mining country — standard building code. After he had 
cne of our engineers had strayed and during the summer. Electricals and © become executive secretary of the 

he was trying to find some real knowl- —mechanicals have a choice of a trip Pacific Coast Building Officials, he had 
edge in the vicinity of the law build’ to Chicago and Milwaukee or a trip a great deal to do with formulating 

ing. No doubt the monkey wanted to the East. Chemical engineering the code which is now widely used. 

eee
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ENGINEERS IN ATHLETICS C. Hall EE2, George P. Schipporeit the student members of the American 

The concensus is that the engineer, CE 2, Harold F. Falk ME 2. Institute of Chemical Engineers. He 

with his laboratories, reports, 30 hour “We generally have quite a number described the duties of this profession 

per week schedule, home’ work and cf engineers on our cross country and as being to watch the progress of re- 

inspection trips has no time for ath- track squads,” said Coach T. E. Jones search within his company, and to 

letic activities. So your operative (a and the statement is attested by this keep in touch with all the essential 

la Damon Runyon) delved into the group of the followers of St. Patrick: developments and pass them on to the 

records, questioned this man and that John F. Wohlegemuth CE3, Louis firm’s patent attorney. 

coach and finally came out with this Berg CE2, Fred Stolz ME2, Robert The use of the term “engineer” as 

list of men who are on varsity rosters Jenks CE 2 and Karl H. Kundert Min — applying to this job is not strictly ac- 

They are all engineers and if any one E2. curate, according to Mr. Storey, for 

feels he has been omitted he may show Guy Lowman’s varsity baseball nine the patent engineer must have a great, 

his charley horse to the proper author- claims only one engineer: William H. deal of knowledge of law and other 

ity and we'll brand him an athlete in Ferris EE3 is a claimant for an out’ pon-engineering subjects to qualify for 

the next issue. field post. Then there is Frederick L. the position, as well as the usual tech 

The engineer is represented on the Tiegs EE 4, who will be one of the nical knowledge. 
football squad by Kenneth / (Moose) mainstays on the varsity tennis squad He must not only watch his own 
Kruger, CE 2, who was varsity center this year. company’s developments, but must 

on the 1929 squad and who will un- — keep an eye on the developments of 

doubtedly hold that post this fall. RAY S. OWEN ELECTED rival concerns, to prevent duplication 

Harold Smith, CE 2, was also a mem- ALDERMAN of research on the same subject, and 

ber of Thistlethwaite’s team last year Prof. Ray S$. Owen, 1806 Kendall to keep pace with new developments 

and performed at tackle. Ave., professor in the college of engi Storey described the difficulties of de- 

The roster of Milke Murphy’s crew tieering, won the election for alder. termining the true inventor of a de- 

candidates is studded with engineers. man of the tenth ward against Herman Vice OF process which has been the 

Here’s the list of slip stick specialists J. Steffen by the narrow margin of result of the research of many, and 

who are working with the varsity nine votes. Alderman Steffen has held the priority is uncertain. 

eights: Joseph Lucas ME 3, George W. his office for a period of eighteen — 

Miller EE3, Richard Johnson ME2, years. i - 
Robert M. Wells MED, Willard E. Prof. Owen is a World War veter- CONTRACT ee E. BUILDING 

Skogland CE2, Raymond J. Reinke en. He served two years in the army, ° 

CE2, William B. Hovey CE2, Clif 18 months of that time being spent in After a long period of delay due 

ford Woodward ME3 and Harold H. overseas service. He holds the rank to supposed lack of funds, Governor 

Zabel EE 3. of colonel. Walter J. Kohler released the contract 

The gymnastic team claims the at- He has lived in Madison since he for the future home of the mechanical 

tention of almost an equal number of entered the university in 1900, and engineering building. The contract 
engibeers as. does Che ease, 18 Sable has lived in the 10th ward. for 20 has se let to the contracting firm of 

mit this list of engineers who were Years. Findor ae Son, Gf Mauisit: pia 

under the tutelege of Coach Masely Prof. Owen was graduated from the de vais . being written, official 

during the past season: Ralph J. university in 1904. In 1905 he began DTCSTS to begin work had not yer 
Kraut’ ME4, Howard Darbo ChE 2, teaching at the university, and he has been received, but excavation will 

George T. Vick EE 1, Theodore Can: taught there continuously except for begin the day after the order has been 

cpa EE 1 and Byron ©, Redeen CE2, the period during which he was in 0 oe oe po ea ae 
. , the army. a e car Bike e 

siGimch Gear Hicosk, a in MTs dice of the Madion Sutin of he cont GE na 
lured a number of engineers to his Technical Club, secretaty and treas’ their steam and gas and other Nechan- 

wrestling squad and we find the fol- ee of the Engineering Society of al ‘ C: Rande Th : 
suing Sq Wisconsin, past president of the local ical courses at Lamp ‘anda’. ere 

lowing devotees from our ranks: Fred Kiwanis club, and a past vice com  @ possibility that the building will 

Locher CE 2, Ferdinand Hammer ME mander of the local H " me be completed by February, 1931, 
post of the Amer . : ; 

3, Walter F. Karsten ME3, George Lewi which would make it possible to 

Stetson ME 4, Robert L. Hoyle ME 2, ee ceased his candidacy, Prof house classes in the building the 

Gee eel AEE ea 2 le te ly aml ar oo Fae 
ChE 4. auditorium and a new city hall pro. | 1D& Dullcing will cost halt a mil 

. . a as viding the finances can be adjusted sv lion dollars, $512,812 to be exact. 
Not being content with this list WC as not to impose a burden upon the Over $100,000 has been appropriated 

trekked to the swimming pool in the ,,, payers of Madison. for heating tunnels, new equipment, 

armory and found ha —— of and for the removal of the mechanical 

engineers are members of Joe Stein- engineering apparatus from the hill to 

auer’s varsity squad. The tale topped 0. W. STOREY EXPLAINS PATENTS Camp Randall, Prof, G. L re 

by Arnold F. Meyers ME3, who is TO; CHEMICALS expects the new building to increase 

ene of the premier breast strokers of “The patent engineer” was the sub- the prestige of the engineering school 

the conference. On the varsity squad ject of a talk given by Oliver W. on account of the modern facilities, 

are also Xerxes R. Raylor ME 2, Geo. Storey, of the Burgess Laboratories, to and up-to-date laboratories.
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MECHANICS DEPARTMENT TO The highest known point in the of an eastern machine shop. This shaft 
CONDUCT AIRPLANE TESTS United States, exclusive of Alaska, is weighs approximately 140,000 pounds 

Wisconsin has been named as one the summit of Mount Whitney, in and has a maximum finished diameter 
of eight American universities chosen California, which is 14,496 feet above of 53 inches with an overall length of 
to conduct tests which will aid in the sca level, and the lowest known dry 32 feet. It was forged from an octa- 
standardization of airplane perform. lend in the United States is in Death  gonal ingot approximately 82 inches in 
ance under a common plan. Prof. E. Valley, also in California, which is diameter and weighing 290,000 pounds. 
R. Maurer, of the mechanical engi- 276 feet below sea level. It is designed to be supported with 
neering department, is a member ot —— the rotor on two large bearings, 30 
the committee which drew up the WASTE HEAT AT WORK inches in diameter by 60 inches long. 
plan at the international aircraft ex: The Alpha Portland Cement Com- The shaft will be used in the rotating 

position in St. Louis. pany of Martins Creek, Pa., will Part of a 60,000 kwa., 514 rpm. hori- 
the full schedule of the new zontal generator. 
plan, Dean F. E. Turneaure of ess Be i —— —_— 

the college of engineering said RSs es ie 1930 HIGHWAY OUTLOOK 

that it consisted of a co-operative 5 re \ Pe Cooperating with President 
scheme for conducting laboratory a 2 ® ne “<a Hoover in his plea to enlarge all 
tests. These tests will be for the Pe oe —— construction programs as much 
rating of speed and other per’ asda | aman i fas is practicable to ameliorate the 
formance characteristics, helping Sage wesc a an Se a =6unemployment situation, the 

the American aviation industry emis eee ee §States and their counties will 
readjust itself on a more sound ie ma rea ma spend in their road building pro- 
economic basis. ef cas heat laetal ) grams for 1930 at least $250,- 

Other institutions included in |g ( ee 000,000 more than they spent in 
the selections are New York = loot : i 1929, 
University, Guggenheim School  jiqeeoemaes —_— i Reports received from State 
of Aeronautics, Washington Uni- 5 CS ee highway departments and com- 

versity, University of Cincinnati, <a \: eae AS piled by the Bureau of Public 
Purdue University, University of Roads, U. S. Department of Ag- 
Michigan, Leland Stanford Uni- The size of this large shaft may be realized by comparing riculture, show that State and 

: 2 : it te the two workmen in the picture. ce 
versity, and the California Insti- Tie Weighs seventy tons. local authorities plan to spend 

tute of Technology. utilize the waste energy which ordi- sunvenains $e TOES. HS IBEW A fh 
oO narily goes up the stacks in the form a - PRECISE LEVELING BY of heat, to operate host. of the ma. uae planned expenditure by State 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY ‘hinery in the plant. ighway departments for construction 
c y in the p and maintenance of State highways is 

Accurate level lines have now been By conducting the heat away from $937,500,455; the balance, $663,667,- 

run by the Geological Survey, Depart- the stacks to specially designed boilers, 90,’ will be spent. according to the 
ment of the Interior, to six of the sufficient steam is obtained to drive estimates; oa local “roads and bridges. 

high peaks in the eastern part of the the turbine-generator, which in turn The State highway officials of 45 
United States. Mount Mitchell, in furnishes electricity to operate the mill gtates estimate the total length of 
North Carolina, which is probably the machinery. This installation is the roads to be improved by them in 1930 
highest point in the United States east largest single unit operating on waste as 32,532 miles, an increase of 3,126 
of the Mississippi River, is 6,684 feet neat in the world. miles over the " eacinate in the 1929 
above mean sea level. This turbine-generator will result in programs. Three States failed to re- 

Three peaks in the proposed Great the saving of tremendous quantities port contemplated mileages for 1930. 
Smoky Mountains National Park are of waste heat — enough to heat ap- The highway departments of all 
Clingmans Dome, on the North Caro- proximately 500,000 curling irons at states will control the maintenance of 
lina-Tennessee State line, which has the same time. The cost of the power 981,393 miles of highways this year, 

an elevation of 6,642 feet: Mount obtained from this waste heat will an increase of 32.381 over the mileage 
Guyot, also on the North Carolina) compare favorably with the cost of under State @adntenance in 1929. 
Tennessee line, 6,621 feet; and Le obtaining power from any waterfall. Gradually, the States are taking over 

Conte (Myrtle Top), in Tennessee, a into their systems for maintenance the 
6.593 feet. Mount Washington, in LARGE GENERATOR SHAFT more important county and local roads 
New Hampshire, is 6,288 feet above MANUFACTURED of the country. 
mean sea level, and Mount Katahdin, One of the largest shafts ever built The States of greatest population 
in Maine, 5,267 feet. was recently machined in the shops (Continued on page 256) 
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A Id-wide market place 
Eighty-five per cent of the world’s tele- tion of foreign business and are finding it 

phones can be reached from any telephone —_ quick, convenient and profitable. 
of the Bell System. This includes those of The future possibility of talking directly 
Canada, Cuba, Mexico, and—by the new —_ with almost anyone in the world who has 
radio-telephone link spanning the Atlantic _access to a telephone is enough to stimulate 

—most of the countries of Europe. any man’s thinking—not only from an 
Already many American businessmenare engineering standpoint, but because of its 

using this service to expedite the transac- _ significance to American industry. 

A nation-wide system of inter-connecting telephones 
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“OUR PIONEERING WORK HAS JUST BEGUN” 
Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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RELL LEENA ENE 5 SR I ES 
coon —"e cern anemeemneearesa E E 

Side Shots | 
scan ieee ame nsacaentcic ancien mined 

SRE La RS NUGENT SRE RR 

DEFINITIONS: Rumor hath it that a lofty senior PAGE EINSTEIN 

Magician: One who can make his = Was heard to say in Seminar 2B that A certain chap had an old hack 
wife believe that the powder on his  @ Cynic was a place where dishes are that kept him poor buying gasoline. 
jzpel is dandruff. washed. Recently he bought a new set of tires 

Apex of cone: Where there isn’t oO that were guaranteed to save 15% of 
any ice-cream, All the M.E.s and other blotters the gas; a new carburetor that saved 

eee will no doubt be glad to know that a ee a new aa that 
sawre i ae John has moved to a new and more saved him 15%; a new oil that saved 
CONSERVATION (OF ENERGY spacious ‘place of business. him 15%; a new water pump that 
Give an example of wasted energy. He has installed a bar in the cellar, saved him 20%; a new set of valves 

Telling a hair-raising story to a too—stealing Pete’s stuff. Step up that saved him 20%, and a new rear 

hald-headed man. and name your poison, boys! axle that saved him 18%; now he has 
_ Believe it or not, but if all the to stop every 100 miles and bail out 

TOUGH! ponies used in S. & G. exams were to his tank. 
. . _ be laid end to end in Mr. Larson’s ee 

/ Butler: “Sir, your wife has eloped office — there would be one helluva 

in the car with the chauffer!” fuss... OUR OWN LIL’ DAILY PARADOX 

; Doctor: Dammit! Where will [ es When 4 diplomat says “Yes”, he 

find another like her; why I used to WET SMACKS means “Maybe”, and when he says 
S ee niles to the gallon out of Mr. Charles Nelson, of the U. S. “Maybe” he mean “No”, and af he 

me ON rane: ee Geological survey and instructor in says “No” he’s no diplomat; 
topog at the summer camps, tells of . 

WARNING! the man who, when sent on horse-back ubile 
All drivers keep their cars off the to traverse certain trails, kept track of when a lady says “No” she means 

streets until the end of school, since the strides of the horse by counting “Maybe”, and when she says “Maybe” 

Arthur Bright is uncrating his 1914 the strides of all four legs. she means “Yes”, but if she says “Yes” 
Ford, and will need the entire street The opponents of Darwin may suf- he’s no lady! 
tor navigation. fer a blow when they hear that there 

— is a similarity between man and mule, oO 

Hubby: “Gee, but I miss that old they both pace 1000 to the mile. THINK IT OVER, CIVILS! 

spittoon!” — Genuine, silk-lined cuspidor to the 

Wife: “That's precisely why I took Then did you know that most first sewer-digger that figures it out 
it away!” people whose minds are continually in without a log table: 

ee the gutter become Sanitary Engineers? A vepore Tas been woine around 

Ask a lot for the rent of this room, OO that a certain Theta Xi Chemical has 
don’t they? EVOLUTION been sober for three days straight. 

Yes, about six times this month! Time was when little Willie would 
ee go to the drugstore and get an ice- 

cream cone, and stop on the way Wife: “How interesting! The paper 
Mary had a little dress, back to bring father home from the gays that every fourth child born is 
A dainty bit and airy; corner saloon; now he goes to the 4 Chinese.” 
It didn’t show the dirt a bit, saloon to get the ice-cream, and stops a . * 
But oh, how it showed Mary! at the corner drugstore to collect Husband: “Gee, we're lucky! 

Mary had a little lamp, father. Wife: “Howzat?” 
A jealous one no doubt; — Husband: “We've only got three.” 
For every time her boy-friend came, TERRIBLE 

The little lamp went out. “Two horses killed in crash; father 
—_——— ot one hurt.”— Headline in smail Tan: “Sorry to keep you waiting; 

MONTH’S WORST JOKE town newspaper. I just been setting a trap for the 

Captain (at inspection) : “How much — swites 

time did you put on this rifle?” Bond house clerk (dictating to Jan: “Gracious! what do you sus- 

Cadet: “An hour sir, but I couldn’t steno): “Do you retire a loan?” pect?” 

get those rings out of the barrel.” Steno: “No, I sleep with grandma.” Tan: “A mouse.” 
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m OXWELDING 

3 fy 
Oxwelded pressure vessels constitute an outstanding ép 
example of the results which can be obtained through i) <b 

ae, . E. J. W. EGGER, 4G 
intelligent application of the oxy-acetylene process. Resident Engineer, Y 
Introduction of oxy-acetylene welding into the pro- StevensInstitute of YY 

duction of large pressure vessels has resulted in in- Technology 1921 
is oe Three Letter Man 

creased dependability, and noteworthy contributions Football 3 years 

to the knowledge of the best methods of design. Basketball 4 years 
3 z a Baseball 3 years 

Never before has it been possible to test full size TD 

pressure vessels actually to destruction. With oxwelded t Dain ela, 
construction, however, it has been possible to test each NA. Y Engineering Dept. 

design until the plate itself failed and to correct any ( cH aig i Sot cal 26 
weaknesses discovered in design or materials. Test Xk, Wrestling 2 years 

pressures of three times the working pressure are Ww oars Sesiety . 
standard for oxwelded pressure vessels. fist Upsilon, Fraternity 

From time to time the oxy-acetylene industry is . 3 

in the market for technically trained men. It ss of aseries of advertisements 
. at eaturing College men serving 

offers splendid opportunities for advancement. this industry. 

The Linde Air Products Company —The Prest-O-Lite Company, Inc. — Oxweld Acetylene 

Company — Union Carbide Sales Company — Manufacturers of supplies and equipment for 

oxy-acetylene welding and cutting — Units of 

30 East 42nd Street Tits New York, N. Y. 
Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when vou write ,
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ENGINEERING REVIEW country has increased from 75 million win approval of the pending legisla- 
(Continued from page 252) to 336 million cubic feet. The rail tion. At its recent convention at Des 

and industrialization in which unem: roads consume three-fourths of this Moines, the Metric Association laid 
ployment, naturally, is greatest, show quantity at the present time, largely plans for greatly increased activity. 
the highest contemplated expenditures, for ties. The life of chemically treated The All-America Standards Council is 
The Middle Atlantic States, compris) ties is frequently treble that of un also urging prompt legislative action 

ing New York, New Jersey, and Penn- treated ties.” by Congress, establishing the decimal 

sylvania, plan to spend $374,835,310 The speaker predicted that the aver- metric units for general use in mer- 

on improvement of State and local age life of ties will soon be more than chandising. Its executives announce 

roads; the East North Central States 20 years. When this is true, he said, that metric standardization is urged by 

of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, the railroads will save $287,000 a day. Thomas A. Edison, John Hays Ham- 

and Wisconsin plan to spend $303,- ar mond, Frank O. Lowden, Samuel 

696,000. METRIC MEASURES Vauclain, John J. Pershing, Theodore : 

ee iba ‘ Roosevelt, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
Petitions from all over the United Arthur CG E | il 

USE OF TREATED WOOD States, in favor of adoption of the Arthur Sapper, & N. Hurley, ‘Wil- 
“A saving of $145,000 a day ac decimal metric standards, are pouring Ham C ple Roger Babson, Ity? 

crues to the railroads of the country in upon the Committee on Coinage, ing Fisher an many others eminent in 

through the present practice of using Weights and Measures of the House national ial raars. , 

chemically treated timber for cross ties of Representatives, which is consid: The chairman of the Committee on 

and other purposes,” said C. C. Cook, ering the metric issue. Coinage, Weights and Measures, of 

maintenance engineer of the Baltimore Hearings are to be held within a the House of Representatives, Wash- 

@ Ohio, at a conference of the public couple of weeks on the two metric !™gton, D.C., is Hon. Randolph Per- 

utility group of The National Associa- resolutions introduced by Hon. Fred kins of New Jersey, and it 1s, to him 

tion of Purchasing Agents, held re’ A, Britten of Ilinois—one providing 24 his committee that metric peti 
cently at the Department of Com’ for a survey by the United States "ons are being send. 

merce in Washington. Secretary of Commerce as to the ad- ee : 

Mr. Cook addressed this meeting as vantages of world metric standardiza- MACKIE TALKS ON LUMBER 

a member of the National Committee tion; the other providing for gradual The lumber available in the United 
on Wood Utilization of the Depart’ adoption of the metric units in the States today is just as good as any we 
ment of Commerce. United States by 1935. have had in the past, according to 

“Since 1909,” Mr. Cook said, “the Meanwhile, metric advocates have James E. Mackie, Wisconsin graduate 

consumption of treated wood in this launched a nation-wide campaign to and structural engineer for the Na- 
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Modern Civilization 
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Mightiest of all the mighty forces behind modern 2 a eee 
civilization is Electric Power. For Electricity ex- Rex Travelling Water Screen Installation 

tends its benefits to all. With power great enough 
to turn the huge wheels of industry, it is so easily | ia aN ii / 
controlled, so convenient, and so low in price, i : _ Vee aN A f 

that the housewife may use it to heat her iron, to | a oN \ 7 

run her sewing machine, or to operate her vacu- | ee! Of ' : 
um cleaner. | i A. eS \ | 

5 oP iA. Ni 
Tf he ee [ 

7 j Pe es 4 Sr a 5 

iz ' | I ye ou sh Y LY 
a gf Ae ck sie A + 

oo» i || s a a. mm \ Ah] on | ee . 
Te _. | Rex Drag Scraper Conveyor 

ie i ro . . . Ve Saal re. Rex Equipment has done much to bring the price: 

Spee Lil 7 Pag ae i 4 of electric power within the reach of the house- 

ee ny ae holder and the small business. 
Up Ce ied ® ttt | " ae . 
i i ane a oe Rex Coal and Ash Handling Systems, Rex-Stearns 

CLS Se Silo Storage Systems, and Rex Traveling Water 

Rex Céai Handling’ Tistailation = Screens do their part in reducing Power Plant 
costs, and lowering the price of electric power. 

oo _ ; BO : Rex Equipment for the mechanical handling of 

oe L Se material is used in practically every industry. 

a - ; oe We shall be glad to send you information upon 
oe : 4 oe its use in the industry that interests you. 

a aay ey! 1 — : CHAIN BELT COMPANY 

be : 757 Park Street Milwaukee, Wis. 

: [AX Pee /\S REX =. 
ee ge Ja i . ye aL : Power Transmission 1+ Conveying 

ao Vo ho Mme Construction Equipment 
Rex Belt Conveyor for Handling Coal 

THE STEARNS CONVEYOR COMPANY, Division of Chain Belt Company, East 200th St. and St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 

CONCRETE MIXERS + PAVERS + PLASTER MIXERS + PUMPS + SAW RIGS © CHAIN © SPROCKETS 

BUCKETS : TRANSMISSION = ELEVATORS - CONVEYORS - TRAVELING WATER SCREENS 
Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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tional Lumber Manufacturers Associa’ FLOODLIGHTING THE BUILDING Bend, Indiana. In addition to being 
tion, who spoke to the junior and AND LOAN TOWER AT the tallest building in South Bend, it 
senior engineers in the auditorium at SOUTH BEND has been adjudged one of the most at- 
10 a.m on March 21, A prominent landmark by day and tractive structures in the country. It 

Mackie, who is a graduate of the @ picture of outstanding beatuty by is 150 feet high with a setback tower, 
civil engineering course, class of 1923, a style of architecture prevalent in 
became connected with the building ny larger ques where building heights 
inspector's office of Long Beach, Calif., ' ote, re are subject to zoning regulations. 
after graduation and was rapidly ad- ; aD The Tower lends itself to elaborate 
vanced to be chief engineer of the i ne floodlighting at night which already 
department. He left that post to be- has marked the new building as a 
come executive secretary of the Pacific point of civic interest in South Bend. 
Coast Building Officials Conference When darkness falls, the tower is il 
and had charge of the preparation of luminted by a battery of thirty-five 
the standard building code that has 500-watt projectors so arranged and 
since been adopted by more than vr designed that one, two or more colors 

seventy cities. avy may be used. This colored lighting 

There is still enough virgin timber i) Hi may be changed and varied in keeping 
standing in this country, according to ne a | with the season and affairs of local 
Mr. Mackie, to make a strip seventy bie i interest. In addition to the ornamental 
miles wide across the United States. ' th ay m . lighting of the tower, engineers were 
If second and third growth be in- ai = wei called upon to provide ornamental . : ae , a jo aor : 
cluded, the strip could be widened to ° g ie lighting for the facade of the build- 
225 miles. Not only is there much : ‘4 ; ing. This has been very effectively 

fine timber; in addition, marketing ; accomplished by concealing powerful 
methods have been greatly improved. Ue mare zie Highest, reflectors in orna mental lanterns * 

Lumber is now sold under standard this view of the Loan Tower at mounted on cast iron standards at the 
grading, and its strength is guaranteed South Bend. curb in front of the building. Addi- 
by the manufacturers, so that struc tional floodlights are used to illuminate 
tural designers are able to produce night is the new Building and Loan a huge painted sign on the west side 
structures of well balanced strength. Tower recently dedicated at South of the structure. 

1855 ‘ SEVENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY . 1930 

“ 

Never-ending search for truth 

Today, in a locked room in the Crane laboratories, can was founded in 1888, thousands of similar questions so 

be seen a cherry-red bar of metal. In a specially de- vital to safe and economical industrial progress, have been 

vised air-tight cylinder, under constant temperature of asked and answered. The contribution made by Crane 
1600° F., at fixed stress, it is being given the 1000 hour metallurgists to scientific knowledge of the reaction of 
«<flow’’ test. At the same temperature, at various stresses, metals under high pressures and temperatures is known 

it will be given the same test for the same time-period. and respected throughout the world, is familiar to every 

The tests are being made at the request of an oi] man oil man who has used the cracking Process and every 
who has asked for valves for an experimental still, to engineer who has to do with piping. 

‘operate.at r5o0° and #209 pounds., Can he have them ? The truths discovered and scientific data collected are 

At the end of thesexhaustive tests; Metallurgist L. W. embodied in a book, Pioneering in Science. This is a 
Spring will be able to tell him, exactly, authoritatively. reference manual invaluable to engineering students, 

Since the first Crane chemical and testing laboratory Write for your copy. 

PIPING MATERIALS TO CONVEY AND CONTROL STEAM, LIQUIDS, OIL, GAS, CHEMICALS 
CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 

NEW YORK OFFICES: 23 W. 44TH STREET 

Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Ninety Cities 
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One of the two &,000 h.p. vertical centrifu- et as As : oe Sey an 

° gal panes built by Worthington for the “gaat | MM sno alld Cd nee 

Rocky River Power Plani.. . the largesi, in gee ne | ee 5 . . 
point of horsepower, yet installed in America fe =—"" , 

Remarkable view from the air of the Rocky River 
a Development of the Connecticut Light ond! Power 

ee Company at New Milford, Conn. 

1 ’ \ orthington Eun in this rapid age, when achievements in hydraulic en- 
gineering are accepted as a matter of course, an exceptionally 

interesting installation attracts attention to its builders. 

ob Take the Rocky River Project for instance .... where the 
U. G. I. Contracting Company built, for the Connecticut Light 
and Power Company, a vast “storage battery” in the form of a res- 

ervoir of 8% square miles area and approximately 230 ft. above 
its water supply. 

Water is pumped into the reservoir by two 8,000 h. p. motor- 

WORTHINGTON driven WorthingtonVertical Centrifugal Pumps, each with a capac- 

ity of 112,500 gallons per minute. In recent tests by Professor 
ELL SSS Charles M. Allen, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, these pumps 

PUMPS showed an efficiency of 91.9%. 

COMPRESSORS The soundness of Worthington’s solution to the difficult hy- 
CONDENSERS draulic problem presented, backed by a record of 89 years in pump 
and Auxiliaries building, was the determining factor intheselection of Worthington 

DIESEL ENGINES Pumps for this important project. 

‘GAS ENGINES WORTHINGTON PUMP AND MACHINERY CORPORATION 
FEEDWATER HEATERS ne a oa 
smth, a ATLANTA CHICAGO DALLAS EL PASO LOS ANGELES PHILADELPHIA ST. PAUL SEATTLE 

Bozo SISEMA BEM Eaisascry NEwSORe'’® Sritouie  SaNiFWANc\Sco WASHINGTON 
vy Branch Offices or Representatives in Principal Cities of all Foreign Countries 

Literature on Request WwW: O RTH | N GT 

P-7 O Ni 
a 
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THE GREAT ENGINEERS the 10 greatest engineers of the last trification just completed by the Cop- 

The greatest engineer of all time is 25 years are: per & Brass Research Association. 

James Watt, improver of the steam Herbert Hoover, for his work in This electrification represents about 

cngine, the deans of American engi:  ™ining and administration. 1,900 miles of route, while of the 

neering schools have decided. Chas. P. Steinmetz, electrical genius. 4,300 miles of track approximately 

A list of the greatest engineers, both Thomas A. Edison. 3,150 miles are in main lines. In this 
of all time and of the last 25 years, John F. Stevens, for his work on  clectrified territory the railroads have 

was made public for the first time the Panama Canal and as head of the in service 465 electric locomotives and 

when the students in the School of | American Railway Mission to Russia, 2,750 multiple-unit cars for passenger 

Technology, Villanova College, met to 1917-18. service. Of these cars, 2,150 ie 
make plans for the celebration of the John Hays Hammond, mining. motor cars and the rest are trailers. 
25th anniversary of the Villanova en- George W. Goethals, engineer-in- In addition to the elecrtification al- 
gineering department. The celebration chief of the Panama Canal. ‘ready completed, six railroads have 
will be held in June. George W. Westinghouse, airbrake similar work under construction, two 

Dean Carl T. Humphrey of the inventor and pioneer in introducing railroads have definitely announced 

Villanova School of Technology in- alternating current machinery. further electrification programs, and 

vited every dean of engineering in Guglielmo Marconi, inventor of six new projects have been tentatively 
America to name the greatest engi wireless telegraphy and responsible for announced. Definitely authorized pro- 

neers. Their selections appear in two first broadcasting in England. jects, says the survey, will within five 

groups. Henry Ford. or six years almost double the present 
The five outstanding engineers of all Ralph Modjeski, engineer of the  clectrified mileage of the steam rail- 

time: Delawara River Bridge at Philadelphia — roads. 

James Watt. and the Ambassador Bridge which con- The survey further points out that 

Leonardo da Vinci, planned and nects Michigan and Ontario, Canada. although less than 1 per cent of the 
constructed the Martesana Canal. =o route mileage of American railroads is 

Thomas A. Edison. EIGHTEEN RAILROADS NOW now electrically operated, more than 

James B. Eads, boat and_ bridge ELECTRIFIED 100,000,000 pounds of copper have 

engineer. Eighteen railroads in the United been required for the various under- 
Ferdinand de Lesseps, French engi States which formerly operated en- takings, and that other definite pro- 

necr who built the Suez Canal and — tirely by steam, now operate electri: jects will within a few years practi- 

projected the Panama Canal. cally on about 4,300 miles of track, cally double the poundage of copper 

The Villanova survey shows that according to a survey of railroad elec’ applied in railroad electrification. 

ee a aa aa a 

| t | | 
! 1 | i 

| | | ENGINEERING | 
| PANTORIUM CO. | | ! - fi | | || SUPPLIES | | Io] | 
! | | 
| 1 | | 
| i i : 

i | YOUR DOLLAR 
| 1 | BUYS MORE 
| MADISON'S 7 AT THE CO-OP | 
| ol ! 
| MASTER CLEANERS | | We carry a complete stock | 

! of high quality supplies. .. ! 

i i Buy them on your Co-op 

| | | number... . | 

| 1 | | 
i i | i | 

| | | THE UNIVERSITY CO-OP | 
| E. J. Grapy, Mer. ! 

j 558 State Sr. Puone B. 1180 i STATE AND LAKE STREETS ' 

| i | | 
Ce ee ee ee eT 
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OYNAMITE clears the way for modern engineering wonders! | 

{ 

q 
ee A= | 

oe : i 9 QJ, Zicx 4 
Co : a pa |(@ 

rg an | 
ae 5 YJ ( = =O 

SS 

- . . : B. & L. Laboratory Wavetength Spectrometer 

Ea ae Super-Eyes of Industry 
2 & oa a Poe In the relentless sweep of modern Today, Bausch & Lomb supply i Nain de hi rial Lo eee tao : . : : : : an ee Me industrial progress, the engineer special optical instruments to a ie ot i a. eo be et . today finds ever greater need for wide variety of industries. In fe oe 4 use y er § y ie 38 bs Grim ok Lo _ “epee fe of the assistance of optical science. many instances, these Bausch & DA Hear ; Ka <A oe Countless processes call for the in-_ Lomb products have effected pro- [Foes ee —— . & a creased accuracy in control of raw nounced economies and radically a a “ J pe Fee ss materials and finished products improved accuracy. 

Se alll cee ‘Shes Sr oT] that can come only from precision Let us consult with you con- 
SE Ee optical instruments of special cerning your specific optical re- 

design. quirements. 

New York Central used BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO. 

DYNAMITE aan 
635 St. Paul St. a Is Rochester, N. Y. 

OT to widen its main line from 
e se FS ts 

Storm King to Manitou! 
5 my z 

. BY Sti Ls Se | T= task of clearing the way dams, subways. It digs coal, | B<&= ai iS i i d a 
for additional tracks on the quarries rock... unearths raw rhe Ab Wal \g i (\Ne HA PAY 

main line of a busy system seems materials that go into the mak- | }/ aN Hat HA MA PAs \\ [= an almost impossible undertak- ing of a thousand and one every- =¥) es Sea 
ing. And yet the New York Cen- day products. dh v a A TA ‘Da 5 ee 

yan) tral Railroad did it. No engineer of tomorrow can op) me From Storm King to Manitou, afford not to know all there is to > 7b New York... a distance of know about this valuable tool hj | oe yh jany — "ha nearly 15 miles... new tunnels... dynamite. You have a ra tS ea 
driven, old ones enlarged, ledges chance to learn more about ex- SR Pz al ma WE 3 Ve of rock, from 60 to 90 feet high, plosives and how to use them \74 i El e a removed—while 125 trains per... now... while you're still in | a | 4 N ¥ ih 
day sped by within a few feet of college. \ ements | i 5 \ @ 
the operations! * : c ga | [1A . . All you need to do is to write sl i yw | \ 4 GO Without dynamite such a feat the du Pont Company for a copy A ey. | a aN - 
would have been practically im- oF the Blasters’ Handbook. This | | | | || | eee elf y possible. With the helpofduPont — 4,4ok contains a wealth of infor- dos) ey | 3 | SY) a) Explosives, the job of excavating mation about explosives—infor- | (ay GN Jee fe a 900,000 cubic yards of rock went mation gathered by du Pont in | | (Mgadiaeeli t} fee vs Roebling 
through and this famous rail- jog years’ experience in making ie SF S| ae le» Wire Rope bal road improved its passenger and ang improving explosives. So eS | Rese : Te | Fxchsetol td 

freight service! valuable is this book . . . so com- — " be 73 
What a part dynamite playsin pact and handy . . . it is used in Pe Leow SG Iie 

modern life! It breaks ground _ the classrooms and dormitories of 
for towering skyscrapers. It many of the leading technical in- O e i n 
builds tunnels. It aids in the _ stitutions. Your free copy is . 
construction of bridges, roads, waiting for you. Write for it. Wi 1m R O Pp e 

EXPL oO SIVE For all types of construction work — Pe 
&, : , ee GN 

; ' use Roebling OE 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., INC. ROTO COT CIDR a he ce Se . c Laie LEE ZZ i) Explosives Dept. WILMINGTON, DEL. | MEE. a eB By 

5
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EDITORIALS 
Se (Continued from page 247) 

WHO SHALL ~The general public has, within the last 

PAY FOR OUR decade, awakened to a realization that 

. th s HIGHWAYS? the problem of maintaining and financing 
-- IN e Spring our highways is one of serious national import, involving 

. “» upwards of a billion dollars annually, and influencing as 
Wisconsin S fancy it does the commercial and industrial activity of the nation. 

It has truthfully been said that in the final analysis pro- 

duction must start with the highways and distribution 

Wisconsin’s fancy turns hand- must end on them. 
: . Our principal source of highway funds in the past has 

springs in Spring . . . . and been the taxation upon property, and almost 90 per cent 
among other aids to Spring of our highway funds were raised in this manner. The 
pleasures’ are: the sweet: delights realization on the part of the property owners that they 

were bearing an unproportionate share of the burden of 

of candies, confections, dainties building and maintaining a highway system has led to a 
and drinks —- made to match public sentiment which is unanimous in demanding a halt 

your’ Spring: appetites «at in this form of taxation. That this public sentiment has 

been effective in reducing the highway burden on the 
property cwner is demonstrated by the fact that from a 

90 per cent share in the past the property owner’s share 

had decreased to 36 per cent in 1921 and to 25 per cent 

the chocolate shop | *:: Pp It may be said with a reasonable sense of certainty that 

the immense highway development of today, the demand 

for smooth-riding, all-season roads, the clamor for more 

| and better highways, is due directly to the almost un- 

T_T _<<«»«,!)! believable increase in the number of motor cars within 

the last decade. From 3 million to 23 million motor 

Sp vehicles in ten years! Highway expenditures have grown 

| | with the motor vehicle traffic. When motor cars and 

| | motor trucks began to be numbered by millions, highway 

| It’s Farther To Come i expenditures climbed into billions. 

| | Public opinion has declared in unmistakable terms that 
i But It’s Well Worth While! the casioait must bear his equitable share of the highway 

| i bill if our present rate of highway expansion is to con’ 

I | tinue. Is it not reasonable that the cost of highway ser- 

| It’s a fairly long way to Capitol | vice be considered something just as necessary and essential 

| . . | to the operation of a car as the cost of gasoline, tires, over 

| Square — but hundreds of Wisconsin i hauling, or any other legitimate expense of the automobile? 

| men will consider no other place for i oe 

their apparel and footwear — but ! HENRY SWIFT IVES “Government ownership is the 
i : 5 ‘ ! ON GOVERNMENT product of loafing minds and 
i Karstens. They like the authentic | OWNERSHIP loitering ambitions. It is the 

| styles—— the exceptional selections — ! indolent offspring of the static mind, and its ancestry may 

! the moderation of prices. And so ! be traced back through a long line of dawdling political 

will you! | sooth-sayers. As a theory it lacks imagination, originality, 

z ! inspiration, and romance. As an actuality it is a stupid, 

! dull, languorous method of carrying on the work of the 

| | world. It is the substitution of Government deficits for 

| | private profits. It is the dragging brake on individual 

| ! enterprise and a stubborn barrier to industrial progress. 

| | “It is the Santa Claus idea of government, heralded by 

| KARSTENS | political sleigh-bell ringers. It has never created anything 

! l except jobs. It is destructive of wealth growth and produc- 

| On Capitol Square — 22 North Carroll | tive of debt growth. It deadens the will to do and nourishes 

| the will to be done for. It makes politics instead of business 

oe d the national dividend producer.” 

amma
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If lan to build you plan to Dulld, 

send for this booklet 

\ X JHETHER you are planning for new con- 

struction, or to remodel your plant, the 

[ Barstow booklet will be of interest to you. It pictures 

\ some of the important designing and building done 

ee by us. 

Anh 
aos Barstow engineers can help you with plans, mate- 

tials and construction . . . . whether you want to 

build an office building, factory, powerhouse, or | 
N Ry 

smokestack. | fe 

. . _| ae Barstow experts can assist you to redesign and ry Rte ih oP 

remodel your plant for more efficient production. a A | | 
2 A i j 
“tee , ; f Our construction booklet will tell you more about 4 Kan t f 
EP HAS 

the work of W. S. Barstow & Company. A represen- ]] SS f 

tative will call at your request. yi wligen ig 

Ce iia | 
Se ee) 

’ Ud, a el 

W. S. BARSTOW & COMPANY, Inc. = 
SSE NECN 

Engineering — Design — Construction ian *) 
e\ Se JE) 50 Pine Street / 412 Washington St. Ny ‘ Zs) 

New York City Reading, Pa. Seesaw’ 

eee 
Ea LDMOS IL eee er ee 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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mma me mama PUBLIC UTILITY CONTROL: 

! | AN EXPERIMENT 
! | (Continued from page 242) 

t ested student wants to know only which one will work 

t ! most satisfactorily. Probably no definite choice will be 

| Lettercraft ! possible for many years. It may well be that each will 

! ! prove itself in certain situations and both will continue. 

! ! The important thing for the present is to approach the 

| ! issue sanely, recognizing successful regulation and suc- 

| L cessful ownership when cases of either appear. 

| ! The experiment will continue and it may be well to 

I ! list some of the subjects in regulation which have to date 

! S prin ! been greatly neglected. Methods to determine the rate 

S of return necessary to attract capital have not been devised. 

: ! We can find it easily enough for those securities sold in 

Formal the open market, but what of common stocks? These are 

: : closely held and there is no market price. Operating 

\ Programs | standards of efficiency have been practically ignored by 
| | Commissions to date. Accounting for maintenance and 

| | depreciation presents a problem which has been two much 

| | neglected. These have been waiting for twenty years for 

| | proper attention. New problems such as interstate trans 

! | mission of power, holding company control, state and 

' federal jurisdiction have appeared. And there are many 

i 725 University Avenue i others old and new. 

| PHONE F. 3431 PUBLIC UTILITY VALUATION — 

! | REASONS FOR INVESTMENT BASIS 
! | (Continued from page 243) 

tt I Oyo may be necessary to make the business attractive to 
capital, the very fact of the availability of capital for 

itn te te at an tt nt at tata investment in the business would seem to be evidence that 

| | it is securing a fair return. Compensation for its use 

I FAIR PRICES — FRIENDLY SERVICE ! determines the flow of capital into the industry, and if fair 

! ! compensation is paid and the business is kept continuously 

! ! attractive for the introduction of capital it is difficult to 

! A good place to buy | see why any speculative element should be introduced or 

| ! that fair treatment of the common. stockholder requires 

| USED AND NEW ! that he should either reap the benefit of speculation or 

! | suffer the losses. 

l TEXT-BOOKS | ——— 
! | Electrification of the division of the National Railways 

| SUPPLIES | of Mexico between Mexico City and Cuernavaca will be 

| | effected during the current year, it is authoritatively stated. 

| | Engineers who have completed a survey of the line say 

| | that operation by electricity will be much cheaper than the 

| | present steam power. Electrical energy will be furnished 

! | by the Mexican Light and Power Company which owns 

! We buy drawing sets and ! large hydro-electric plants ni the Necaxa district. 

l . ! Concessions have been granted by the Mexican govern- 

! equipment ! ment to the German-Mexican Light & Power Company 

| ! for the construction and operation of large electric power 

| | plants at Aldam and Gonzales, State of Tamaulipas, and for 

! building transmission lines to serve fifteen cities and towns. 

! ! Companies affiliated with the Electric Bond & Share 

’ Company of New York have made investments totaling 

i 1 nearly $100,000,000 in electric light and power plants and 

! Brown S Book Shop ! transmission systems in Mexico “tines 1927 according to 

L. | government figures. Fourteen is given as the number of 

Yep plants under control. 

aaa
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FoR eH ape eR TENA 
WREED SE CRETE SES ER 

ERPARIS PRES AIEEE RTE. 

ERAT SERED 

EROS EE ER 

FIENNES 

eR Re SIE RE © 
ee “eh 

“yh Join for Greater Seryi <m va mY aah or Ureater service 
uo ev st o Yo the Engineer-Builder 

e V260%- Nod 4. & © a HE Koehring Company, well known among stu- 
¢e. é . é of a dent engineers for its leadership in the manufac- 
©: N* SERRE ture of concrete pavers and mixers and its activ- 

ot LIRR . . . . efe- . ’ ity in concrete research, has combined with the Insley LOREENA : . 
eda Manufacturing Company, T.L. Smith Company, Parsons 

cae ESE Company, C. H. & E. Manufacturing Company, and the 
Kwik-Mix’Concrete Mixer Company to form the 

National Equipment Corporation. 

Each one of these companies has been a pioneer and a 

leader in its field—each one is a familiar name wherever 

construction work is in progress the world over. Their 

products of quality have exemplified the integrity of each 

organization and brought confidence over a long period 
KOEHRING f 

Pavers, Mixers; Power Shovels, Pull of years. 
Shovels, Cranes, Draglines; Dumptors. 

INSLEY og ‘ : j ‘ 
Excavators; Concrete Placing Now thev are united in National Equipment to give still 
Equipment; Cars, Buckets, : . - : . 

Derricks. greater service in manufacturing construction machinery 
T. L. SMITH 3 j or Tilting and Non.tilting Mixers, of super-quality. In this greater organization coopera- 

Pavers, Weigh-Mix. ti ‘ : d h b lization — 
BARSGNS ive engineering and research become a realization 

Trench Excavators, Backillers, N. E. C. is an operating unit with greater facilities to 
C.H.GE. ‘ « . 

Portable Saw Rigs, Pumps, develop and perfect construction equipment. It is a 
Hoists, Material Elevators. . . : : : 

KWIK-MIX pioneering step for increasing achievement. 
Mixers — Concrete, Plaster 

and Mortar. 

e ° orporation #272%is¢ Wisconsin 
Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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. , ENGINEERS CHASE NO FANTASIES 

rey 2 (Continued from page 239) 

A ee of his attention, important thought they may be. In 

' r \ = proportion as he has mastered the basal sciences will his 

be i oe success in real engineering appear. ts ae 
is ea es It should also be remembered that the successful engi- 

ee ‘oie Cel neer is a man of affairs. That is to say he knows how to 

wee rad Pears oe =~ oo P| get along with men, how to present his ideas to them, and 

nag Me eo ae Me yay oe | | to interest them in his projects. No one will back any 

sa Ber ON eS \ great projects unless they are sound and are presented in 
/ Se x an interesting and cogent manner. So the power to ex- 

4 ; : press himself clearly, te sely and convincingly is almost 

esthag can , as important to the eugineer as to the lawyer. Conse~ 
Pig | : . : hs EG : quently with all the work of studying the basal sciences 

Lean ne and the modes of using them in practice, the engineering 

Ce ey a ee : student must find time to ,ursue some general studies in 

pra RAY ict RAGNaE a the so-called humanities such as history, economics, phil- 
osophy and political sciences. The change to these should 

e : . . is . : 
Productive Cutters prove to him a restful and interesting diversion from his 

. . highly technical studies, and the time spent upon them 

Pile Up Chips = certainly will prove to be of great value in his future career. 

Deep cuts—fast speeds—ie takes good cutters to pile If in addition to all this the engineering student is inter- 

up chips steadily and to keep production at the highest ested in art or music or both, he is indeed to be congratu- 

level. Cutters which will stand up for long periods of lated; for the cultivation of these will not only give him 
time ees heavy loads are a distinct asset to every rest from his technical work, but it will by training his 
manufacturer. : rr . 

otions and imaginat able him t di fi 
Brown & Sharpe Cutters stand up well on all types wad hich, “n ae - ena nS d a ° a ace a ner 

of work with few interruptions for sharpening (sharp- and’ fugher grace OF pro ucts, an a us aad materially, to 
ening cutters means loss of productive man and ma- his personal enjoyment of life and his value to the public 

chine time). By reducing these maintenance costs, as an engineer. 
Brown & Sharpe Cutters give lowest “real cutter cost.” 
Our No. 31 Catalog lists the complete line. Copy sent OO 

on request. Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence, R.L q Beane . STATE-LINE GENERATING STATION 
— = a we _ a > (Continued from page 238) 

as, ‘ Xe eh ie ae. pit which is in a small building just outside the boiler 

Pee 1 he | house. From the receiving pit, the ashes are loaded into 

pA en (fp Gf cars by means of a grab bucket crane. Storage facilities 
e vy fe , 3 P 

. y A LJ are provided for 125,000 tons of coal, and the coal handling 
a <4 a) L ) G/ y equipment has a capacity of 25 cars per hour. The loaded 

: ~ eg Z y cars are pulled up an incline to the car dumper by a “Car 

o< 8 4 : s-slameee . Mule”, securely held in position, and turned upside down, 
Wy = - ‘ . .. ™ | thus dumping the entire load. The empty car is righted 
he > oo x p i, i < ><) | and sent down the incline on the other side of the dumper, 

~~ > ep, | ; its speed being controlled by a retarding device. The 
i he a Bie Ey \ : whole process is under the control of men stationed near 

oT! : : : the dumper. The coal is conveyed to the boiler bunkers 
<< oe” : ; . 

ie: > 7 al . by an overhead conveyer, and is fed into the crusher by 
mei... me! 4 “a gravity. The amount of coal entering the burners is 

ee OE controlled by the crusher speed, which with the amount 

BS of air is controlled from the boiler control panel. 

The two smoke stacks are of steel construction, concrete 
lined, and stand 250 feet high with a mean diameter of 

Brown & Sharpe twenty feet. Forced draft is used, and dust and soot 

eliminators are used on all of the boilers. 

Cutters The high pressure turbine is direct connected to an 

alternator which is rated at 76,000 kilowatts at 85 per “6 Ww ‘ 99] 2 , 
Cost Less hen You Figure Real Cost cent power factor. Each of the low pressure turbines is 

DE ===: ‘rect connected to an alternator of 62,000 kilowatts at 

cana tI
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7 UY See in large min- 
Fo @ | a 1 be u fa ° 

Oo) Gea ing company 
| Hl 33 — 200 H. P. Allis-Chalmers synchronous 

: e : motors furnish the power for operating 
¥ a ball mills in ene of the world’s largest 
ag - grinding plants. Characteristics of these 

re motors are high starting torque, push 
: _ Ar button starting and weided steel construc- 

a ioe eet x tion. They have reduced operating costs, ‘ 
E@s not only for each unit but also of the 

5 al eg A [=e oe entire plant by raising the plant power 
i eae > Ea factor more than ten percent. 

| ase oe 7 Eee \ . 5 5 . x 4 Jo nak D » a | 1 L Allis-Chalmers electrical equipment in- 
Sy e i eo 7 - 2) : cludes, in addition to motors for every 

| an eg i type of service, machinery for the gener- 
s : . Vy — — ation, transformation, and conversion of 

- electric power. 

ALLIS- CHALMERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN. ue. S.A. 

e e - 6 9, ma Gj Choice of America’s Colleges ae 
ae Purdue 
ese 

Vassar 

Johns 

Hopkins aT a So. Ber ne ae aR er SE 
Catholic nee eS we Sie tay er nt. ee ot ll ae GS University ia Dp ecb ce ree te Nae moe Ro NY 
Wisconsin eo eg ar eee Weenie Bean a eto a Ohio State POUR, Foc gener Game. ae ae) ne — of ss Rama Sa Sate ae acer eS ae ‘ Kansas ih Naas oe Sens iis ae eee Meese Pt . “SOEs Saray oct hatte wear” iin) a I Gee 3% Princeton ee es tn ar NA ae ye ho (ae EM aay ee we Se é Se ie ae ey ar CS) fee ERG Michigan ae ia Page TSS a Cee ree ee 

Duke bee eee pale ae, ary ei Detroi Torn ie OM, Ow Pee jae, At Penn State.. etroit Re Me sie et a eae ae 
Concordia RS eS Pea, SA a a si¢47| Here, in the heart of the Téitiiessex: Cee: ee Pee im tia os wea Allegheny Mountains, 
New a Se | “Gb: me, you find the Taylor 

. oa ena, eae wg “* Stoker in the heating Hampshire PS rns Sas oe) (aS 4 X | p oe ee. — 2S ——— <s ‘| plant of Pennsylvania ( enn State ‘ or ea ‘ i 1? || | State College. North and W. Virginia Thos See po Bs “4 | }e | South, East and West, the 
Creighton eee Ee . eI q a pesl «Taylor Stoker is the 

' Pe ty ee ey poe ed og, obey a 9 3 choice of the experts who 
Gg + Jl a en pot: MCA age nf Cee ie, specify equipment for 

H Cha aa O* Cas, a ~ ee p yoe «University power plants. 

AMERICAN ENGINEERING COMPANY, 2441 ARAMINGO AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA
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~~ a 85 per cent power factor, and also an auxiliary generator 

TIRE WALES ANE AWATS Manno WH THe STAMONE ERBED | for station service which is rated 4,000 kilowatts at 75 

~~ Qevbert Bos per cent power factor. Each generator has its own direct 

; current exciter, and one spare motor generator exciter has 
4 been installed. Each of the main generators is a four pole 

\ 5 i i machine, revolving at 1800 r.p.m., and generating elec- 

aN, | tricity at 22,000 volts. 
—y = : 

“> \ \ | The State-Line installation is one of the first to use 

oe i = \ \eh completely enclosed metal clad switchgear. No physical 

Ss om ke J contact can be made with any live part. The bus, those 

a on \ | circuits to which the generator output is supplied, and from 

St — Fy ) | which energy is taken for the outgoing circuits, is divided 

| es Eee ; | into three sections, one generator supplying each section 

iq ye , -\ i Each section is served with seven oil circuit breakers, and 

7 ee * x f | suitable generator reactors to lessen the shock of a severe 

b a ns: oO i | short circuit. The entire bus is in duplicate so service 
ie - SC aie : | . will never suffer interuption due to switching difficulties. 

= DEE ee 1 a Se Sadlard Brnse The voltage on the bus is 22,000 volts, and the output to 

A \ Swing Check Valve screwed. the transmission lines is at 33,000, 66,000 and 132,000 

volts. 

G OOo d All of the switchgear is supported on a series of three 

‘s ‘ e 99 open steel frameworks located outside of the station proper. 

for extra innin gs Each phase of the three phase circuit has its own housing 
to prevent a direct short circuit between phases. In the 

Like a good pitcher, a good valve should construction of the bus, the framework was first erected, 

havethe stamina to go the whole route. then the pipes and boxes which form the conductor hous- 

ing were put up. The conductors, insulated and fitted with 

Jenkins Valves not only have this center spacers were drawn into the pipes and intercon- 

quality, but they have the additional nections between the conductors were made in the junction 

0 se gy boxes. The pipes and boxes were then filled with insulat- 
reserve strength for ‘‘extra inning Secs 8 : 

. ing oil. All of the bus pipes and boxes are connected to 

performance. Jenkins are cast only of oil headers which take care of oil leakage. 
the finest valve metals. They are / 
accurately machined and threaded, A traveling elevator, on tracks beneath the structure 

, provides a ready means of lowering the circuit breakers to 
carefully assembled and subjected to “di Box Sia : : : 

. isconnect” position for inspection or for taking them 

wide safety tests at the Jenkins factory. down completely for repair. Interlocking switches are 

That is why Jenkins Valves stand up in provided such that the breakers cannot be operated once 

: : : zi they are lowered from their normal position, thus pre- 

any service, in plumbing, heating, venting injury to attendants who may be working on them. 

power plant or fire protection piping. 
The entire output of the station is transmitted at 33,000, 

Send for a booklet descriptive of 66,000 and 132,000 volts. The voltage is stepped up from 

Jenkins Valves for any type of 22,000 by eighteen transformers, with a total capacity of 

¢ Henge building in which you may be 360,000 kilowatts. This transformer capacity assures flexi- 

eee interested. bility under varying demands. 
ta.) CER 

ai ar \ JENKINS BROS. The complete control of the generating and power de- 

Wee 8\ | so white Street... . New York, N-Y. livery is centered in the operating room, which is next to 
@== || 524 Atlantic Avemie | |. Boston, Mass. 

135 No. Seventh Suicee «Philadelphia, Pa: and on the same level as the turbo-generators. Each breaker 

JENKINS BROS., LIMITED is controlled by a small knob on the benchboard in the 

aointreal sCanasa Uondon, Ragland control room, with a system of small colored electric lights 

° to show when the breaker is in. Transformer output is 

J e n kin S also controlled from the benchboards. 

Provisions have been made for moving the control to a 

VA LVES more central location when the additional units are in- 

stalled. The addition of the second which will take about 

Since 1864 two years to complete will make State-Line the largest 

——__________. generating station in the Chicago District. 

reams
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Friction or anti-friction is the difference tion, Timken POSITIVELY ALIGNED 
between building upon a sand foundation ROLLS and Timken-made steel. 
or upon a sound foundation...“Timken : ‘ 7 Bearing Equipped.” This group of exclusive Timken advan- 

& quipped. tages puts production on a modern basis. 
Industry either lays itself wide open to Machine life becomes self-perpetuating. 
Waste and pays a heavy friction-tax...or Power loss, lubricant and maintenance 
sets up a safeguard and reaps the result- costs lose their significance and dwindle 
ing profits. to decimals. 

The kind of anti-friction protection is im- In lathe spindles or rolling mills; in steam 
portant... to select the bearing that carries shovels or mine cars or railroad trains— 
all burdens, whether the load is all radial, a wave of replacement surges over the na- 
all thrust, or both in any combination... tion—a protest against Waste—headed by 
and student engineers will do well to re- the national symbol and safeguard— 
member that full protection is based “Timken Bearing Equipped,” the Corner 
squarely upon Timken tapered construc- Stone of Industry. 

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO., CANTON, OHIO 

Tapered ® ) 
Roller 
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|_— ~~ Whatever the application there’s “ S ra 
oS a Tycos Instrument for it. Each a 1 

yo is theresult of exact investigation q 
into the service requirements 
surrounding each application.A 

line, complete and uninterrupt- : 

ed, embracing instruments for SINCE 1878 

every purpose into which the fac- 
tors of heat or temperature enter. RL 

Catalogs on Request play rs Hae lee nA 

Taylor Instrument Companies a Ll 
\ ROCHESTER, N.Y., U.S. A. m all forms Oo 

a CONADIAN PLANT MANUFACTURING DITREBUTORS & RUBBER INSULATED WIRE anv CABLE 

i TORONTO SHORT &MASON, LTD. LONDON, E.17 , VARNISHED CAMBRIC WIRE ano CABLE 
Ls. _ IMPREGNATED PAPER CABLE 
Bete. ae 

_ = ] ae Od 
~ YC OS && MT a 

TEMPER ATURE Sot ee he ee ORS 
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INSET RUMENTETS The Okonite-Callender Cable Co.Inc. 
INDICATING RECORDING CONTROLLING 501 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK,- N_Y. 
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The well-lighted and completely equipped chemical labora- 

tory pictured below is the scene of many interesting and 

valuable developments in modern chemical manufacture. 

Here the ideas of many of our men pass through the experi- 

mental stage to actuality. 

Each of our one hundred and ninety graduate chemists, 

mechanical engineers, and physicists has at his command the 

facilities of this marvelous chemical laboratory. In addition 

he has access to a remarkable physical laboratory, a complete 

library, and a machine shop for experimental purposes. 

Facilities like these foster individual initiative. Because they 

are unhampered in their work, and left free to carry out their 

own ideas, many of our men have developed new processes 

that have attracted world-wide comment. Thus Dow offers 

ier ilweeratiiwn detow. abeonusecle unlimited opportunities by providing the means and the in- 

completely equipped, well-lighted centive for creative work. The result is an increasing number 

main chemical laboratory. Control of new and better processes that have gained recognition 
DO! ortes are located in various 

departments throughout the plant. throughout the world. 
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THE Dow CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 
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of the Branch Bank in serving Wis- Re! Bie 
SS 

consin men enables us to be familiar 

with your banking needs and to serve 

them faithfully. Used by Leade rs 

in Every Indust 
Commercial and Savings Accounts 

BArLeY PRODUCTS, already so 
Investments firmly established in the Central 

Sufe Deposit Bewice Station Field that they are standard 
equipment in more than 95% of the up- 
to-date plants, are now being used more 
see eo by oe leaders in every line 

‘ * of industry—where they are reducing 
State Bank of W 1SCcOoOnSIN the losses, improving combustion con- 

BRANCH - - STATE AT GILMAN ditions and providing accurate, reliable 
and trustworthy data for accounting 
systems. 

SSS ———— BAILEY PRODUCTS 

Automatic Control Liquid Level Gages 
Boiler Meters Manometers 
Coal Meters Multi-Pointer Gages 

E s s Draft Recorders Pressure Recorders 
tu y n gin e er ing Drainage Controls Pump Controls (Group) 

Feed Water Regulators Pump Governors : In Cool Colorado Fluid Meters Selsyn Operated Gages ene cammaeal 4 Ges Few Meters Tachometers 
i Pe oO eg eT wl ravity Recorders Temperature Recorders itn. ee a V-Notch Weir Meters 

Wied Por vult r Bailey Meter Co. be 
Kae ; ys , ee Cleveland, Ohio 
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Golden is at the foot of the Rocky Mountain Range. ge 4 = NF ; | 

Twelve miles to the east lies Denver, with 325,000 inhab- iia 4 \{ 
itants. To the west is the great Continental Divide, with S . 2 ) 7 
streams and forests and snow-capped peaks rising to the sky. ~ @ a i @ i‘ é ae > ] a 

; 
Engineering Summer School of the b Ned etl eal e ee 

Rocky Mountain Region ‘ eo es 
Basic engincering courses in Mathematics, Chemistry, i | 

Physics, English and Design. Also Assaying, Geology, ; | 
Analytical Mechanics, Graphic Statics, Strength of Mate- : 7 | 
rials and Plane and Mine Surveying. Preparatory Subjects WN % i 
of Chemistry, Physics, Advanced Algebra and Solid Geom i \\ . | 
etry offered for students deficient in entrance requirements. EY Fe ms _ i 

June 30 to August 22,'1930 a : ae ee 
This Summer Session is given especially for students . { a 

who wish to make up work or to secure additional credits. ae SIS 8a © 
All work is conducted by the regular Faculty of the School : _. oo ok y 
of Mines. For catalog of the Summer Session, write to the ae ~— 
Registrar for Booklet L-21. BAILEY METERS AND BAILEY CONTROL 

2 Golden, Colorado School of Mines  Cotorato 
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WHAT YOUNGER 

COLLEGE MEN 
ARE DOING WITH 

DEAD METAL LEAPS TO LIFE |) ¥stcuous: 
at the hands of Westinghouse engineers ‘ 
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[- is engineering that breathes the spark | ee bgt | \g 
of life into lifeless metal, that converts gy — he Pe 

it into active machinery, that makes of it an Beery ee, F 

adaptable servant. One essential ingredient ~~ | i ies HATCHER 

of that engineering is imagination. A second | . i | Ged __Drexel Institute, "27 ey : (Production Department 
is rational thinking, the object of your tech- i : t Fit, 

oe _. Z a a - 
nical training. And the third is teamwork. NY -  @ j 

nee ; Oe “7 N 
Engineers who work with Westinghouse MS LEO ee a : 2 _ Te : 

appreciate full well the value of teamwork vy es és. ‘ e 
se i ae i: 

in helping them to outstanding achieve- j es : 4 i. 

ment. No single engineer could have de- _. o : : \ 

veloped the 55,000 kw. Duke Power Tur- or , ert) ee 

bines, for example, in the time and to the : ies a” a ae RMS 

degree of perfection that the Westinghouse The 55,000 kw. turbine-generator units that West- ppCepenhagen (Denmark) | 
ization did inghouse built for the River Bend station of Duke ELT ae 

organization did. Power Company are the largest in the South. Turbine Engineering 
Here teamwork extended back to the 

date when George Westinghouse brought ery. And it took in also the business men < 
the steam turbine to America. It included who create a market for such machinery 4 

men who have made life studies of vibra’ ang who cement together o 

tion, of blade design, of the effects of super- the many-fold activities of Wi \e 
heated steam on metals. It embraced the the Westinghouse institution. \ 

foundrymen who made the huge castings we 

required, and the packers who have mas- e 

tered the science of shipping giant machin- Westinghouse ibn ee 
Turbine Sales 
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Sp ish architecture applied 1 eo 

hydroelectric power Bouse at or 

RP \) ¢ i S Wi SUCSL 
Spam which has housed many of her hydroelectric 

installations in veritable architectural castles, has invested 

2,500,000,000 pesetas (about $500,000,000) in the 

development of this, her foremost industry. 

( By closing a circuit breaker in a switching station at 

| JoIn US IN THE GENERAL Central de Camarasa, 12 miles away from the source, one 

ELECTRIC HOUR, BROADCAST man will add 10,000 kv-a. to the capacity of that particu- 
EVERY SATURDAY AT 9 P.M, ] 1 h tw t h 1 t 

| eer. ON A NATION-WIDE at power castle—when two waterwheel generators, 

N.B.C. NETWORK switchgear, and transformers built and tested this year by 

General Electric are put in operation. This installation 

will be the only automatic supervisory control installation 

GE N E R AL outside North America and Japan. 

Waterwheel-generator testing and study are among the 

ELE CT RIC assignments of recruit Test men—tecent engineering 

college graduates. Under the supervision of an experi- 

enced “Head of Test,” they carefully adjust for, and note 
responses to, such tests as core losses, friction losses, 

windage, heat runs, and high-speed runs. A valuable 

foundation is thus laid for industrial, sales, research, 

general, or miscellaneous engineering work. 

95-740DH 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK 
enn 
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